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ABSTRACT

Complex Materials, such as transition-metal oxides (TMOs) with exotic properties provide immense opportunities in condensed matter and materials science. The signature and challenge of these materials is the multitude of competing ground states that can be tuned by doping, structural modification, or the application of external stimulus. The fundamental issues for the understanding of these emergent phenomena include the structure and chemical composition in the proximity of surface/interface.

In the thesis, I have developed a method using angle resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS) to characterize the surface structure and chemical composition. In particular, I have considered the photoelectron diffraction effects on the relative intensities of different core electron levels which are essential to reveal the variation of chemical composition. I developed the basic methodology for the data analysis of the ARXPS spectra and used the well-known crystal surface of Sr$_2$RuO$_4$(100) to verify our methodology.

Then I have used the developed ARXPS method to investigate the surface structure and chemical composition of a widely used crystal surface: SrTiO$_3$(100). I found that, although maintaining in-plane unreconstructed: primary $p(1\times1)$, the surface exhibits out-of-the-plane bulking relaxation. More importantly, the systematic analysis of ARXPS spectra show that the surface is TiO$_2$-layer terminated and has significant oxygen vacancies. These results confirm the conjecture from LEED-$I(V)$ refinement on structure. The existence of surface oxygen-vacancies may explain the observed surface metallicity of SrTiO$_3$.

Finally, I have studied the chemical composition of the ultrathin crystalline films of La$_{2/3}$Sr$_{1/3}$MnO$_3$ on SrTiO$_3$ (100), especially the Sr surface segregation. I found that Sr concentration at the surface is appreciably higher than the corresponding bulk value. Such
an off-stoichiometric behavior should link to the different physical properties such as nonmetallic/nonmagnetic “dead layer” behavior in the ultrathin films compared with the bulk crystal.

To conclude, by considering the photoelectron diffraction effects, I have developed a method of ARXPES to characterize the surface chemical composition, which is essential for the understanding of emergent phenomena at surface, interface and thin film of complex materials.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Exciting physics in transition metal oxides (TMOs)

The past several years have seen extensive experimental and theoretical activities in correlated electron systems. Transition metal oxides (TMOs) among the correlated systems play a pivotal role in the search for understanding because of the exotic properties they exhibit. The numerous functionalities present tremendous opportunities and formidable challenges in condensed matter physics and materials science and the interest of these materials stems from the richness of their novel properties, the complexity of underlying physics. For example, there are metallic oxides ReO$_3$ and insulating BaTiO$_3$, which sit at the two ends of the range of TMOs. Vanadium oxides exhibit very different properties at various conditions. Doping of Sr into La$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$VO$_3$, increase of pressure on V$_2$O$_3$ and temperature of VO$_2$ leads to metal-insulator transition (MIT). Interesting electronic properties also arise from charge density waves (e.g., K$_{0.3}$MoO$_3$) and charge ordering (e.g., Fe$_3$O$_4$). Diverse magnetic properties, such as ferromagnetic, ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic are also found in, for instance, CrO$_2$, Fe$_3$O$_4$ and NiO respectively. Other exciting discoveries in physics, which caused worldwide study, are high temperature superconductivity in copper oxides (cuprates as a typical example), colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) effect and quantum phase transition. Strongly correlated electron systems have proven to be very difficult to understand. For example, so far no one has been able to put forward a theory of high-temperature superconductivity. Indeed, many phenomena associated with strong electron correlations are hard to explain, due to the fact that there are often several competing degrees of freedom in many of the technologically important classes of materials. The competition between different interactions can lead to quite complex phase diagrams.
To discuss some basic features of TMOs, let us first show a representative crystal structure of TMOs, that is, the perovskite structure with formula ABO$_3$, where A is pre-transition site and B is a transition metal. The surrounding six oxygen ions produce a crystal field acting on B with cubic symmetry [Figure 1.1a]. Consequently, the originally five-fold degenerate 3$d$ orbitals are split into three-fold degenerate $t_{2g}$ orbitals ($xy$, $yz$, $zx$ orbitals), and two-fold degenerate higher energy level $e_g$ orbitals ($x^2−y^2$, $3z^2−r^2$ orbitals) (Figure 1.1b). The $e_g$ electrons are more itinerant and the $t_{2g}$ electrons are more localized generally. These orbitals have a different sign for the wave function depending on the radial direction, which results in the cancellation of the overlap integrals with the $p$ orbitals of the O ions between two neighboring B ions. Therefore, the degenerate d-orbital further affects the spin coupling and creates a complex system being more than the sum of its single parts [1]. Through varying ionic size of the A site or doping of B site, etc., we can introduce tilting and rotating of oxygen octahedral to releases the strain; change the band width; tune the occupation of the d-orbital etc.

![Figure 1.1](image)

Figure 1.1. (a) Ideal ABO$_3$ perovskite structure. (b) Transition metal (3d) orbital energy levels under the crystal field effects due to simple cubic perovskite lattice structure.

The high-temperature cuprate superconductors offer examples of complexity and doping effect. In 1986 Bednorz and Müller [2] made one of the most important discoveries in modern condensed matter physics when they found that La$_2$CuO$_4$ becomes
superconducting when a certain amount of $\text{Ba}^{2+}$ was doped at La site. This breakthrough quickly led to the discovery of other ‘high-$T_C$’ cuprate superconductors such as $\text{YBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_{6+x}$ [3]. The superconductivity in these cuprate compounds was inconsistent with the well-established BCS theory, which correctly explained the conventional superconductors known [4]. Figure 1.2 shows a generic phase diagram for a hole-doped cuprate superconductor [5].

![Figure 1.2. A generic phase diagram of a cuprate superconductor, showing the critical temperature $T_c$ vs hole doping $x$.](image)

The parent compound or the material at very low doping level is a Mott insulator and the spins order antiferromagnetically [6]. As $x$ is increased the Néel temperature decreases, eventually reaching zero. If $x$ is increased beyond this critical point the material enters either what is known as possible spin glass phase as the ground state or pseudogap phase at high temperature. It seems that electrons are not totally forbidden from crossing the gap, however, and the symmetry of the gap has been shown to be that of d-wave electrons. Superconducting phase appears with further hole doping. The critical temperature gradually increases with increasing $x$, until a maximum is reached whereupon $T_C$ gradually reduces.
All cuprate compounds share the following two elements: the CuO$_2$ planes that form single-layer or multilayer conducting blocks per unit cell, and the “charge reservoirs” in between the CuO$_2$ planes that are responsible for contributing either electrons or holes to the CuO$_2$ planes. It is understood that the electronic states of the CuO$_2$ planes mainly control the physics of high $T_c$ superconductivity. By doping with substitution elements or by changing the oxygen content in the charge reservoirs, the carrier density in the CuO$_2$ planes can be controlled. However, the role of the oxygen dopants is not well understood, nor is it clear how the charge carriers are distributed on the planes. Doping component strongly disrupts the surrounding bonding environment and especially the electronic correlations between electrons on neighboring Cu atoms, thus the effects of this disruption on High Temperature Superconductivity (HTS) can, in principle, be used to help identify the microscopic mechanism. For this reason, numerous theoretical studies have analyzed the local effects of an impurity atom on the superconducting order parameter, and on the spatial dependence of the quasi-particle LDOS, in a d-wave superconductor. S.H. Pan et al. conducted Scanning Tunneling Microscopy study on Bi$_2$Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_{8+x}$ [7]. The image in Figure 1.3 (a) reveals the crystal structure of the BiO plane with atomic resolution. After Fourier filtering, they observed the electronic inhomogeneity as shown in Figure 1.3(b).

Spatial variation of the energy gap and its correlation with the LDOS can be seen in greater detail in Figure 1.4. The existence of such microscopic inhomogeneities has many important consequences on the quasi-particle properties that are accessible by macroscopic measurements. They suggested that this inhomogeneity is actually indicative of the local nature of the superconducting state. When doping occurs, one may think
Figure 1.3. Topographic image and associated integrated LDOS map of an optimally oxygen-doped, nominally pure single crystal of Bi$_2$Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_{8+x}$. a) Constant-current-mode, topographic image of the surface BiO plane exposed after cleavage of the single crystal. b) Fourier filtering is used to remove the contrast due to the two well-ordered topological structures mentioned above. The variation of the integrated LDOS, which is seen as an inhomogeneous background in a, is displayed. A brighter color represents a larger magnitude of the integrated LDOS. (Reference 7)

intuitively that apical oxygen in the CuO$_6$ octahedrons tend to approach toward central Cu$^{2+}$ ions in order to gain the attractive electrostatic energy. Therefore the elongated CuO$_6$ octahedrons by the Jahn-Teller (JT) interactions shrink by doping holes. This high interaction between Jahn-Teller effect and doping with superconducting states is so important to study. Cuprate 2D layered structure and short interplanar coherence length make this type of materials suitable for surface probes, such STM and AR photoemission.

Figure 1.4. 2D and 3D plots of the spatial dependence of the differential conductance showing the microscopic inhomogeneity in the magnitude of the superconducting gap in Bi$_2$Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_{8+x}$. The dots in the panel b trace out the superconducting band edges.
Ruthenate is another well-known TMO perovskite systems exhibiting multiple phases. The single-layered $\text{Ca}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{RuO}_4$, is quasi two-dimensional system, showing a rich array of interesting ground states [8,9]. As shown in Figure. 1.5 [10], isovalent cation substitution of the smaller $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ by the bigger $\text{Sr}^{2+}$ ions induces both structural distortion and an unusual variation of electronic and magnetic properties. As is common in perovskites when the A-site cations with different ionic radii are substituted, Ca replacement for Sr gradually modulates the rotational and tilt distortion of the RuO$_6$ octahedra, starting with a tetragonal $I4/mmm$ structure for Sr$_2$RuO$_4$, to an $I41/acd$ structure for Ca$_{1.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$RuO$_4$, and ending with an orthorhombic S-Pbca structure for Sr$_2$RuO$_4$ [11]. This in turn leads to an evolution of the ground state, from an unconventional ‘p-wave’ superconducting state in Sr$_2$RuO$_4$ with possible spin-triplet pairing [12], to a quantum critical point at $x = x_c \sim 0.5$ and to an antiferromagnetic Mott insulating phase when $x < 0.2$.

![Figure 1.5. Phase diagram with structural evolution of Ca$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$RuO$_4$. T$_O$, T$_P$, and T$_\text{max}$ are the orthorhombic structural transition temperature and the peak temperature of $\chi(T)$, and peak temperature of M(T) curve with zero-field cooling, respectively. Both rotational (ϕ) and tilt (θ) distortion of RuO$_6$ octahedron are shown.](image-url)
The family of manganese based perovskites, which have the general form of 
$R_{1-x}D_xMnO_3$ ($R$ is trivalent rare-earth element and $D$ is divalent element), display unusual properties as well with coupled structural, electronic and magnetic phase transition. Both end members of $La_{1-x}Ca_xMnO_3$ are antiferromagnetic insulators [13], but become ferromagnetic metal (FM) upon doping or antiferromagnetic (AFM) and charge/orbital ordered insulator. The phase diagram of $La_{1-x}Ca_xMnO_3$ as a function of $T$ and $x$ is given in Figure. 1.6 [14]

![Figure 1.6. Electronic phase diagram of $La_{1-x}Ca_xMnO_3$.](image)

Figure 1.6. Electronic phase diagram of $La_{1-x}Ca_xMnO_3$. The horizontal axis shows the value of Ca content in the formula. Phases include charge-ordered (CO), antiferromagnetic (AF), canted antiferromagnet (CAF), ferromagnetic metal (FM), and ferromagnetic insulator (FI).

The curved line is drawn approximately on the boundary between the spin-disordered paramagnetic state and the spin-ordered states, and the hatched lines indicate the approximate boundaries between different ground states. This material is a paramagnetic insulator above the magnetic ordering temperature. At lower temperature, the magnetic ordering depends on the amount of doping. With doping of small amounts of Ca, the
materials become ferromagnetic insulator and charge-ordered states developed inside this phase at even lower temperature. With increasing doping, the material becomes ferromagnetic metal with strongest ferromagnetic coupling at $x \sim 0.35$ as Curie temperature reaches the maximum. In the high-doping region which extends to $x = 1 (x > 0.5)$, the compound is antiferromagnetic insulator, and then undergoes a transition to an insulating Charge Ordering (CO) state with decreasing temperature.

Many experimental and theoretical studies have indicated that the inhomogeneous nature arising from competition between the ferromagnetic (FM) metallic and antiferromagnetic (AFM) insulating states leads to a large change in the resistivity as a function of temperature, magnetic field, chemical pressure and so on. After the early studies of manganites described above, Tokura et al. [15,16,17] proposed that the Charge-ordering (CO) states observed by Jirák et al. [18] were very important for the explanation of the CMR effect. They presented results indicating an abrupt collapse of the CO state into a ferromagnetic (FM) state under the influence of a magnetic field. The competition between CO and FM is indeed a key component of the current theories of manganites aiming to explain the CMR phenomenon. It is clear from the experiments and the theory that the CO-FM transition should be first-order unless disordering effects smear it into a rapid but continuous transition. The huge CMR effect in some compounds at very low temperatures appears to be caused by the CO-FM first-order transition induced by magnetic fields.

1.2 New properties due to reduced dimensionality

The dimensionality effect also plays a key role of controlling the properties of complex materials. To illustrate the range of dimensionality in the TMOs, we are
describing the well-known layered Ruddlesden-Popper series also have remarkable complex electronic and magnetic properties. Take \( \text{Sr}_{n+1}\text{Ru}_n\text{O}_{3n+1} \) (Figure 1.7) as an example, \( n \) is the number of layers of corner-sharing \( \text{RuO}_6 \) octahedra per formula unit. The properties of \( \text{Sr}_{n+1}\text{Ru}_n\text{O}_{3n+1} \) exhibit strong dependence on the number of \( \text{RuO}_6 \) octahedral layers in crystal structure, reflecting the effect of dimensionality in the system. Single-layered \( \text{Sr}_2\text{RuO}_4 \), as the most two-dimensional-like compound in the perovskite series, is an unconventional superconductor with possible spin-triplet pairing [19,20,21]. The bilayered \( \text{Sr}_3\text{Ru}_2\text{O}_7 \) shows behavior consistent with proximity to a metamagnetic quantum critical point [22]. The magnetic ground state of the triple-layer \( \text{Sr}_4\text{Ru}_3\text{O}_{10} \) is poised between an itinerant metamagnetic and itinerant ferromagnetic state [23,24,25], regarded as a three dimensional compound, is an itinerant ferromagnet with unusual transport characteristic [26,27].

Figure 1.7. Schematic structure of the \( n=1 \), \( n=2 \) and \( n=\infty \) members of the Ruddlesden-Popper series \( \text{Sr}_{n+1}\text{Ru}_n\text{O}_{3n+1} \). The structure properties of \( n=1 \) and \( n=2 \) phases are clearly low dimensional and are expected to lead to highly anisotropic physical properties, while \( n=\infty \) structure is 3D indeed.
Figure 1.8 is an artist’s view of the high-$T_c$ material HgBa$_2$Ca$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{8+x}$. This material has one of the highest superconducting temperatures recorded, when optimally doped with oxygen ($x \sim 0.14$) [28]. The parent compound ($x=0$) is not a superconductor but when excess O is incorporated into the Hg-O lattice it pulls charge out of the CuO$_2$ plane and drive the material into the superconducting state. Conventional wisdom says that the superconductivity occurs in the central CuO$_2$ plane, so this is really a reduced dimensionality system.

![Image](image.png)

Figure 1.8. Artistic view of the crystal structure of the high-temperature superconductor HgBa$_2$Ca$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{8+x}$, showing highly 2D (layered) character. The orange pyramids present the appropriate portion of CuO$_6$ octahedra.

Besides the global effect of dimensionality variation from 3D-2D, there is also nano scale reduction, as small as a single atom, which induces the emergent phenomena. These are greatly and comprehensively demonstrated in lots of materials ranging from a single substance such as gold nanodots to compound such as manganites thin films. Nanoparticle, nanowire, ultrathin film, etc., are several typical examples of nanomaterials and result from reduced dimensionality and broken symmetry. The smaller size of a
material, the wider band gap will be. Showing in Figure 1.9 from 3D to 0D, the Density of States (DOS) changes from continuous function (3D) to Step function (2D), saw tooth (2D) and δ function (0D). These will dramatically modify the mechanical, thermal, electronic, optic and magnetic properties. For examples, the dimensionality can control the electronic phase transition in LaNiO$_3$/LaAlO$_3$ superlattice [29] and quantum well state emerges in ultrathin SrVO$_3$ film [30].

![Reduced dimensionality induced change of density of States (DOS).](image)

Many materials have inherent length scale of interaction, or inhomogeneities (for example, phase separation). These length scales could vary from 1 nm to 1 micrometer. For example, the superconductive coherence length, which is the characteristic size of cooper pair, is about 2 nm in YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_7$ in a-b plane. The Bohr radius of 1s exciton in bulk ZnO is reported to be 2.34nm [31]. The phase separation domain size in La$_{0.55}$Ca$_{0.45}$MnO$_3$ is about 5 nm as revealed by transmission electron microscopy [32]. The largest domain with size of micrometer is reported in La$_{(1-x)}$Pr$_x$Ca$_{3/8}$MnO$_3$ (LPCMO) which is directly confirmed by AFM image (see Figure 1-4 )[33]. To conclude, reduced
dimensionality will strongly affect the co-existent and competing coupling among the spin, lattice, charge and orbital, thus it is another key control parameter to tune the properties. Again, the complexity of this class of materials deserves careful characterization in both structure and composition.

1.3 Emergent phenomena at interface/surface of SrTiO$_3$

The signature of these TMO materials is the multitude of competing ground states that can be turned or manipulated by chemical doping, structural manipulations, strain induction, or the application of external stimulus, such as pressure, electric or magnetic fields, etc. Understanding of the various types of exotic behaviors exhibited by correlated electron systems has dramatically challenged our perspective of solids. One of the most important tuning parameters “doping” requires us to study the spatial dependence of chemical composition in depth, which is not precisely determined due to not too many techniques. We have learned that complex materials are so sensitive to the local environment and we could image the surface differs from the bulk dramatically. In the past few years, it is becoming increasingly clear that interfaces, thin films, and heterostructures of TMOs display a rich diversity of fascinating properties that are related to, but not identical to, the bulk phenomena. Correlated electron devices will involve the fabrication of thin films, superstructures and junctions. Virtually all electronic devices began with an understanding of interface barrier formation, electronic/magnetic structure, and control — “the interface is the device” [34]. Knowledge of the surface/interface properties as well as the effects derived from broken symmetry and spatial confinement is essential if these devices are to be made to work at optimized functionality.
SrTiO$_3$ (100), a band insulator, is a frequently used material as the foundation of the emerging field of oxide electronics [35,36]. Also it serves the most important substrate for expitaxial thin film growth, which will be discussed in depth later. SrTiO$_3$ is the preferred template for the creation of exotic, two-dimensional (2D) phases of electron matter at oxide interfaces [37,38,39]. The APRES data also reveals the existence of universal free electron gas at surface which can be controlled by ultraviolet illumination [40, 41]. First principle pseudopotential method indicates that reduced surface becomes metallic as well [42]. However, the physical nature of the electronic structure underlying these 2D electron gases (2DEGs), which is crucial to understanding their remarkable properties [43,44], remains elusive. Figure 1.10 demonstrates the observation of a surface 2DEG on SrTiO3 after exposure of the cleaved (100) surface to synchrotron (ultraviolet) light. People also have shown some perovskites interface also shows a number of appealing properties that have metal–insulator transitions [45,46], superconductivity [47,48] or large negative magnetoresistance [49].

Figure 1.10. ARPES data of La$_x$Sr$_{1\text{-}x}$TiO$_3$ (x=0.001) at T = 20 K (a) with corresponding momentum distribution curves (b) The sample has been irradiated with 480 J.cm$^{-2}$ ultraviolet light of 55 eV with an intensity of $\sim$0.34Wcm$^{-2}$. The ARPES data are taken in the second Brillouin zone using the same photon energy.
Let us look at the LaAlO$_3$-SrTiO$_3$ (LAO-STO) interface. LAO and STO are both insulators, with a band gap respectively of 5.4 and 3.2 eV. The main difference between LAO and STO resides in the layer charge polarity [50]: STO (100) is a non-polar solid, while LAO is a polar solid. These materials both belong to the perovskite group, which share the same chemical formula (ABO$_3$) and a similar cubic crystal structure. The interface can be p-type when the bulk STO is terminated with a SrO plane (hole doping) and n-type with a TiO$_2$ plane (electron doping). Figure 1.11 illustrates the schematic of the resulting LaO/TiO$_2$ and AlO$_2$/SrO interfaces, showing the composition of each layer and the ionic charge state of each layer. Only in the latter case, the interface has conducting property and 2D free electron gas forms. The Ti related electronic states are thus expected to carry the metallic states. Having the full understanding of substrate surface is crucial to analyze the interface properties as the small change on the substrate will lead to completely new phenomena.

Figure 1.11. Schematic view of the LaO/TiO$_2$ and AlO$_2$/SrO interface.
Figure 1.12 shows the 15 unit cells (UC) coverage of LAO film on STO single crystal. The Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) image displayed in panel A indicates the coherent interface. The occurrence of the zero-resistance state and the characteristic $R(T,H)$ dependencies provide clear evidence for superconductivity. In addition to that, magnetic fields up to $\mu_0 H = 8$ T were applied to the 8-uc-thick sample, revealing a positive magnetoresistance (Figure 1.9b). Moreover, there’s a thickness dependence of the metal transition. 2DEG is observed only when the capping is at least 4-unit cell thick [51].

Figure 1.12. (a) High-angle annular dark field image of a 15-uc-thick LaAlO$_3$ film grown on SrTiO$_3$. (b) Sheet resistance of the 8-uc sample plotted as a function of temperature for magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the interface.

Intrinsic electronic reconstruction has been proposed [52] and observed by photoelectron spectroscopy studies [53,54,55]. On the other hand, oxygen-annealing experiments [56,57] indicated that the formation of oxygen vacancies introduced by pulsed laser deposition process is the source of the large carrier densities at the interface.
Surface X-ray diffraction [58] and medium-energy ion spectroscopy [59] suggested that cationic (A-site) mixing occurs thus resulting in dilatory lattice distortions and the formation of metallic La$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$TiO$_3$ at the interface. Recent theoretical calculations predicated a thickness-dependent polar distortion [60] and an exponential decay of lattice relaxation effects [61] in LAO film. A metal-to-insulator transition (MIT) has been reported around four unit cell thickness of LAO on STO [62]. Surface X-ray diffraction [58] has provided the evolution of lattice constant in normal direction to the surface but the detailed Jahn-Teller (JT)-type lattice distortion is yet to be determined. Therefore, the mechanisms for the metallic behavior at the interface are still debated intensively. Many issues still remain to be resolved: What is the difference of JT distortion at the interface compared to the bulk materials? How to quantitatively describe the effect of vacancies and defects on the metallic properties at interface? What is the main driving force for the observed MIT?

Although the reasons of these behaviors are not well defined, people suspect that polarity as the cause of the interface properties, which can be produced during the sample preparation or intrinsic after breaking the symmetry. The key issues are surface or film stoichiometry, and dependence of the chemical and electronic structures of the epitaxial interface on surface treatments. Comprehensive characterization of the interface with atomic scale precision is essential.

1.4 Motivation of this thesis project

The carrier density and sheet conductivity of the surface/interface 2DEG react sensitively to gate fields. It was successfully patterned on the nano-scale, which is central
to the development of oxide electronics [63]. However, the understanding of the origin of this 2DEG is unclear. And the chemical complexity of most oxides would make devices much inferior to those based on conventional semiconductors.

So far we know the change of chemical composition in proximity of surface and interface will dramatically change the properties. As transition metal cations can exist in multiple valences, a variation in local bonding configuration is possible. Due to this, even small change in composition, such as oxygen deficiency in LAO/STO interface, surface segregation of $\text{La}_{1-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{MnO}_3$, can form complete different materials, as the TMOs materials properties are so sensitive to the local composition and structure.

Spectroscopic investigations of surface TMOs are essential to elucidate the fundamental electronic structure and underlying role of many-body interactions in oxide 2DEGs, and so will play a major role in the development of all-oxide electronics. The core level XPS and valence ARPES are extremely important in determining the chemical composition, impurity, chemical valence and bonding environment, and electronic band structure of thin films. XPS provides the signature of a chemical component. The shift and relative intensity of core-levels give us the information on chemical composition and chemical valence. The satellite spectra in XPS offer the information on electron-electron correlation. ARPES near Fermi surface can allow us to determine the valence band structure, Fermi surface and superconducting gap related to the thin films. This study will require such techniques, including Angle resolved X-ray photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and Ion Scattering Spectroscopy (ISS). My objective of thesis project: How to use ARXPS to determine composition, especially considering the diffraction effect. The thesis work is developing a method of using ARXPS to determine the composition in the
proximity of surface of a crystal or a thin film of oxide materials. By probing the individual atomic sites, it is possible to determine with a very high spatial resolution the atomic and electronic structure in many oxide materials. This is an important advantage for the investigations to tune the electronic properties in oxide structures by controlling the atomic arrangement at the interfaces. Novel heteroepitaxial devices based on this atomically controlled growth, like ferroelectric devices, Mott transition devices, superconducting devices and magnetic random-access memory devices, have great potential for future applications.

A prerequisite to ensure a high-quality interface and thin films is that the starting surface of a substrate has to be atomically smooth. A key feature in this project is that we will use the surface sensitive and atomic resolved characterization techniques to examine the surface of the single crystal and thin film. The surface preparation of a substrate will include three techniques, depending on which substrate we want to use and what termination we need: 1) in-situ cleaving of a layered single crystal; 2) ex-situ chemical etching and in-situ post annealing; 3) ion-sputtering and annealing. After the films are grown or the single crystal is cleaved, the characterization abilities are the key to the understanding of the strain induced novel properties and close coupling of different degree of freedoms.

We propose to use Angle resolved X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (ARXPS) and Ion Scattering Spectroscopy (ISS) to study the surface of TMOs materials. The basic concept of ARXPS is changing surface sensitivity by detecting photoelectrons travelling a distance d in the solid at different emission angles. The main advantages of ARXPS for surface studies are, beside the non-destructiveness, their direct information of electronic
states, straightforward to compare with theory, surface sensitive probe, and being sensitive to “many body” effects. Even small surface flat samples can apply this technique under Ultra high vacuum conditions. Meanwhile if the surface is disordered, ARXPS cannot extract the reasonably good information from it. ARXPS cannot be used for non-conducting samples, which constrain the applications from using on the insulator surfaces. ISS is also a useful tool as a newcomer in surface analysis with excellent detection sensitivity. The extremely low ion intensities during analysis reduce charging problems with isolating samples to a minimum, which can be easily overcome by using a simple charge neutralization system. Even organic samples can be analyzed at low ion doses without serious degradation problems as they are observed under the bombardment of energetic electron beams. The ISS method suffers only negligible matrix effects. Therefore quantitative comparison of different samples analyzed under identical conditions and quantitative depth profiling are easily performed. Because of the scattering process, which will be discussed later, the ISS method cannot detect elements lighter than He. At present the main disadvantages of the ISS method are the limited mass resolution and the lateral resolution of 100 pm. Nevertheless, for a variety of applications the ISS method exhibits important advantages and surface analytical laboratories are therefore more and more accepting it. Detail description of equipment setup will be described in the next chapter.

1.5 Scope of the thesis

The present thesis is organized as follows:

• Experimental techniques, including thin film preparation through Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD), real time film growth monitoring through Reflection High
Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED), Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) as the surface characterization techniques, Angle Resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS).

- The methodology of studying the surface composition through ARXPS is developed. Sr$_2$RuO$_4$ single crystal was used to further test the effectiveness of this methodology.

- Our ARXPS experimental results on the single crystal Nb doped SrTiO$_3$ (100) surface is described and discussed.

- We also carry the ARXPS study of LSMO 6 Unit Cell thin film to discuss the chemical composition.

- Core level study of Iron Based Superconductor of “122” family.
CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

2.1 Laser molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)

To achieve the goal of in-situ growth and characterization with atomic precision, we constructed a UHV oxide growth system based on the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) method [64,65,66] and Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) concept. MBE was developed to enable atomic control and characterization of thin film growth processes of semiconductors, while PLD was verified to be extremely useful for transforming sintered targets of multi-component TMO materials into thin films. Pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) is one of the most promising techniques of the formation of complex-oxide heterostructures, superlattices, and well-controlled interfaces. The advantages of PLD include deposition under relatively high oxygen pressures and preservation of target composition in the film. It is natural to combine the advantages of both PLD and MBE to achieve atomically controlled growth of oxides and other complex materials [4]. Combined with LEED and STM/AFM/XPS, we are able to 1) grow materials in layer-by-layer with atomic level; 2) control the surface termination; 3) directly image the morphology and structure on atomic scale so that we know exactly what we have grown and what the surface/interface looks like. The main advantage of the system is allowing the optimization of the growth condition in real-time fashion.

The technique of PLD is conceptually simple, as illustrated schematically in Figure 2.1(a). A pulsed-laser beam bombards the target to remove the surface materials from a solid then forms a plasma plume, which will deposit onto a substrate. The plume always contains a combination of ions, electrons and neutral particles. Usually, the excimer lasers with a wavelength in ultraviolet range have been used in PLD deposition, such as KrF (248 nm), XeCl (308 nm), and ArF (193 nm), the width of the wavelength is about
10-40 nm. The laser-solid interaction is very rapid. The penetration depth is about hundreds of nm, and the temperature is as high as $10^3 - 10^4 ^\circ C$. In our setup, the laser source we used is KrF excimer with the 6 targets in chamber with capabilities of rotation. The KrF excimer laser we use was provided by Lambda Physik Co., which has a wavelength of 248 nm and pulse duration of 30 ns. The laser energy of each pulse can reach up to ~1.0 Joule.

![Diagram of Laser MBE setup](image)

Figure 2.1. a) The schematic view of laser MBE setup. b) Our integrated Laser-MBE and in-situ characterization system made up of XPS, STM/AFM, LEED.

The fabrication of thin film materials through layer-by-layer epitaxial growth with full control over the composition and structure at the atomic level has become one of the most exciting areas of research in condensed matter physics and materials sciences. Laser molecular beam epitaxial (LMBE) uses the merits of both pulsed laser deposition and conventional MBE for depositing films, especially for high melting point ceramics and multicomponent solids, controlled in the atomic scale.

Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) is a surface sensitive technique to probe surface topography and to monitor dynamic growth process. The RHEED setup is schematically shown in Figure 2.2. It is an electron gun shooting high-energy electron beam approaches a sample surface at a very small grazing angle $\theta (<5^\circ)$.
The diffracted electrons reach a phosphor screen and form a RHEED pattern, which depends not only on the surface symmetry but also surface topography. Practically the display screen is usually a phosphor coating on the inner side of glass vacuum window and the diffraction pattern is recorded by a camera at the outside of the window. Because of the grazing angle, the electron will not impede the growth process and the surface sensitivity maintains as the inelastic mean free path is reduced by $1/\cos\theta$. The penetration is only about 2 or 3 monolayers in most cases.

The diffraction beams can be deduced from reciprocal lattice space, which consists of lattice rods in the direction normal to the surface. The diffracted beam with the wave vector has the same magnitude of incoming wave vector, but different direction. We know that the diffraction maximum occur only when the Laue equation or equivalent, Bragg condition are satisfied. This condition occurs whenever a reciprocal lattice point lies exactly on the Ewald Sphere. The surface irregularities that result in the expanded width of the rods and the X ray source energy range both make the RHEED spot a line shape. In case of spot diffraction pattern in RHEED, which is actually means the surface is rough because the incident beam penetrate into the islands and other rough features.
Figure 2.3. Examples of RHEED patterns for various surface morphologies, e.g. atomically smooth 2-dimensional (2D) surface and atomically rough 3D surface.

The way to monitor the growth speed counts on the intensity evolution with deposition time. This is so called intensity oscillation. If the growth mode is two dimensional, the intensity of a specific diffraction spot will have a regular oscillation pattern vs. time. In Figure 2.4, the reflectivity reaches a minimum when the coverage of surface atoms is half a monolayer, which corresponds to the roughest surface. This drop down intensity is due to the diffuse scattering. When the growth of a new monolayer is completed, the surface is significantly smoother than the half deposited surface; therefore the intensity reaches maximum again as less diffuse scattering occurs. By counting the intensity regulation
periods, we will be able to accurately figure out the layers of the unit cells deposited, thus the film thickness. The intensity of the oscillation will decreases progressively as more and more layers are deposited as the surface overall roughness is increased.

Figure 2.4. Surface models illustrating the growth of a single monolayer of film on a flat surface in layer-by-layer mode. The graph shows real measured RHEED intensity during homoepitaxial growth of a single unit cell layer of SrTiO$_3$.

2.2 Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

A scanning tunneling microscope (STM) is an instrument for imaging surfaces at atomic resolution. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) is one of the few inventions that took just 5 years after its invention to the Nobel Prize. It was developed by Binig and Rohrer at IBM in 1981 and proved to be a powerful tool for surface science [67]. In the setup, a sharp scanning metallic tip and a conducting sample are necessary conditions. By applying a bias voltage, the tunneling current is generated. The process can be depicted by the diagram of Figure 2.5 with (a) and (b) are macroscopic and atomic scale respectively. Another principle is the piezoelectric effect. It is this effect that allows us to precisely scan the tip with angstrom-level control.
Figure 2.5. Principal of Scanning Tunneling Microscopy: Applying a negative sample voltage yields electron tunneling from occupied states at the surface into unoccupied states of the tip. Keeping the tunneling current constant while scanning the tip over the surface, the tip height follows a contour of constant local density of states.

The basic principal is quantum tunneling. The electrons in the sample tunneling through the vacuum barrier create a tunneling current \( I \) from the tip to the sample:

\[
I \propto Ve^{-2kd}
\]  

(2.1)

where \( d \) is the distance between the tip end and the sample, and \( k \) is the constant related to work function in the form of

\[
k = (2m\phi / \hbar^2)^{1/2}
\]  

(2.2)

where \( m \) is the electron mass, \( \hbar \) is the Planck constant divided by \( 2\pi \). The typical value for \( k \) is \( 2A^{-1} \). If the distance \( d \) is small enough, the tunneling current is measurable.

The STM setup is shown in Figure 2.6. The main part is the tip-sample configuration, which requires the atomic movement of the tip or sample. A piezoelectric scanning drive is used here and combines with the feedback loop to tracing the sample position. By plotting the distance to maintain the tunneling current, the computer is able to display a surface topology.
STM is not only able to “see” the atoms, but also probe the surface electron density of state (DOS). The tunneling current strongly depends on DOS of a specific sample and tip as well as very sensitively on the $d$ as revealed by the following equation:

$$I \approx \frac{4\pi e}{h} e^{-\frac{8\sqrt{\Delta \rho/\rho_s}}{\hbar}} \rho_s(0) \int_{-eV}^{0} \rho_s(\varepsilon)d\varepsilon$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)$$

The differential of tunneling current over bias gives rise to information of DOS:

$$\frac{dI}{dV} \propto DOS(eV)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)$$

The tunneling current will choose the most near atom to sample surface. A very sharp tip is critical for STM imaging. The tip can be platinum, tungsten or gold. The tip is made of tungsten in our lab since it is much more easy to obtained through electrochemical etching. We used NaOH solution to etch the wire so the portion of the tip submerged in the solution drop, leaving a sharp tip in the air. We then immediately transfer the freshly made tip to the vacuum chamber to protect the tip from contamination. See example of FeTe single crystal STM image in Figure 2.7. The sample was in-situ clearly and the
surface is (1x1) non-reconstructed tested by LEED. By measuring the distance between two bright spots, we can get the lattice constants of FeTe single crystal. Comparing with the experimental bulk measurement, we can see if the STM image reflects the electron structure or real surface morphology.

Figure 2.7. STM image of surface of single crystal FeTe (001) taken at bias voltage 1.5V at room temperature.

2.3 Low energy electron diffraction (LEED)

A beam of low energy electrons is used to form a diffraction pattern from the ordered surface atoms in the crystal or thin films make the electron see it as a grating. By analyzing the diffraction pattern, position, shape, and other features, we will be able to check the surface structure. The LEED collects the backscattered diffraction beams. As long as the electron beam energy is greater than a certain value, such as 50eV, a diffraction pattern can always be observed. As the electrons have a coherence length typically at 5-10 nm, the intensity of diffraction spots will be hard to detect due to the large background caused by incoherent scattering. Therefore a clear LEED diffraction
pattern indicates a well-ordered surface structure. The inelastic mean free path is relatively smaller for low energy electrons; the electrons beams can only penetrate into the top few layers under surface, so the LEED is very surface sensitive. Figure 2.8 is a representative LEED image for any (001) non-reconstructed surface.

![LEED diagram](image)

Figure 2.8. Expected LEED diffraction pattern for (001) non-reconstructed surface.

A monochromatic electron beam generated by an electron gun provides a beam of electrons with energy ranging from 20 eV-300 eV. It is normally incident on a surface; the backscattered electrons then will form specific pattern on a phosphor screen. To get enough intensity on the phosphor screen, a screen high voltage is biased on the screen to
accelerate the electrons so that high-energy electron can lighten the screen. A suppressor voltage (0-3V) is used to filter unexpected low energy electrons to reduce noise. The sample must be conductive and grounded in case of charging. LEED pattern is usually recorded with a phosphor screen and processed in a computer. In principle is reciprocal space of a sample surface. Spots are formed due to Bragg law $d \sin \theta = n \lambda$, where $\lambda$ is the incident electron wavelength. According to the De Broglie relation, the wavelength of an electron is given by $\lambda = h/p = h/(2mE)^{1/2} = (150.4eV/E)^{1/2}$ where $e$ is the electron charge and $m$ is the mass of electron. In the case of beam energy less than 300eV, the wavelength is smaller than most of the lattice constants.

Figure 2.9 illustrates a schematic view of LEED setup. The instrument mainly includes the electron gun, florescent screen and ultra high vacuum chamber.

![Figure 2.9. A simple sketch of the LEED apparatus.](image)

The heart of the LEED instrument provided of company Omicron GmbH is two electrostatic octopole deflection units, which can scan the diffracted electron beam over a
single electron detector with a small entrance aperture. As a result, signal to noise ratio
and resolution are dramatically improved compared to conventional, screen and camera
based LEED systems, as well as allowing operation at reduced sample currents. The
resulting lateral resolution is given by the transfer width of the instrument of better than
1000 Angstroms. The usable dynamic range is between 1 and $8 \times 10^6$ counts per second.

2.4 (Angle Resolved) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS)

2.4.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

2.4.1.1 XPS principle.

As XPS technique which has attracted a lot of interests in various research areas
ranging from solid-state physics to chemistry and become a commonly used technique for
studying the properties of surfaces is the major tool for my thesis project, we will
describe the basic principles, the characteristics and the potential of the technique and
instrumentation much deeper than previous experimental tools.

When X-ray impinges upon a solid material, the orbital electron might acquire energy
from the photon energy, leading the electron excited from the surface, which is so called
photoemission. The amount of electrons having escaped from the sample without energy
loss is typically measured in the range of 20 to 2000 eV. This type of measurements is
necessarily performed under high vacuum conditions, and only samples restricted in size
can be analyzed. From this point of view, XPS cannot be considered as non-destructive
techniques. The X-rays are usually produced by electron bombardments of Al and Mg
anodes which can initiate the emission of $K\alpha_{1,2}(\hbar\omega = 1253.6eV)$ and
$K\alpha_{1,2}(\hbar\omega = 1486.7eV)$ respectively. Both energies are sufficient to excite the core
electrons of all of the elements in the periodic table. The ejected photoelectrons are
energy analyzed in a high-resolution spectrometer (Figure 2.1). One of the most important features of the photoelectrons is the energy level, which can be calculated as the peak position of drawing of the number of electrons recorded versus kinetic energy (kinetic energy $E_K$). A simple relation Einstein photoelectric equation connects the peak positions to specific binding energies ($E_B$), which is representative of the atomic species. Thus XPS provides a chemical “fingerprint” of the surface.

$$E_K = h\omega - E_B - \phi$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

Where $\phi$ is the work function, whose precise value depends on both the sample and the spectrometer [68]. It is clear that only binding energies lower than the exciting radiation is probed. In the case of a conducting sample in electrical contact with the spectrometer, the work function $\phi$ is equal to the spectrometer work function $\phi_s (\sim 5eV)$. In a first approximation, the work function is the difference between the energy of the Fermi level $E_F$ and the energy of the vacuum level $E_v$, which is the zero point of the electron energy scale: $\phi = E_F - E_v$ \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

For convenience, most commercial equipment has already calibrated the kinetic energy of the photoelectron relative to the Fermi level, which is set to the same value for both the spectrometer and the sample under the equilibrium. Therefore the binding energy value can be easily obtained through detecting the kinetic energy of ejected electrons, though the accurate position will have to be calibrated through standard sample, such as Au 4f peak whose binding energy is accurately and well known $84.0 \text{ eV}$. Sometimes the calibration can also be done using the mid point of Fermi Level intensity if the sample is metallic.
Figure 2.10. The principle of XPS experiment. The measured spectrum is quantified in peak intensities and peak positions.

2.4.1.2 X-ray photoelectron spectrum.

The primary structure of an X-ray photoelectron spectrum consist of a few basic types of peaks; (1) peaks due to photoemission from core levels, (2) those due to photoemission from valence levels, (3) peaks due to X-ray-excited Auger decay (Auger series), and (4) other peaks, such as multiplet splitting, satellite peaks, ghost peaks, electron energy plasma [69]. For example, a typical XPS spectrum of Nickel metal is shown in Figure 2.11. It is a wide scan of the electronic structure of the Gold atom [70]. The spectrum exhibits the typical appearance of sharp peaks and extended tails. The peaks correspond to the energies of the photoelectrons, which escape from the solid without undergoing energy loss. The higher energy tails correspond to energy loss of the photoelectrons, which have undergone inelastic scattering on their outward path, thus emerging with lower kinetic energy (higher binding energy).
Figure 2.11. XPS spectra of metal Ni Irradiated with Mg $K\alpha_{1,2}$ ($h\omega = 1253.6\text{eV}$).

The nomenclature employed to describe a XPS feature is based on the momenta associated with the orbiting paths of electrons around atomic nuclei, indicated by the quantum numbers $n, l, j$. XPS uses the spectroscopic notation: first the principal quantum number ($n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots$), then $l = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$ indicated as s, p, d, ...respectively, and finally the $j$ value given as a suffix ($1/2, 3/2, 5/2, \ldots$). It is immediately clear from the figure that the core levels have variable intensities and widths and that non-s- levels are doublets such as the $4d_{1/2}$ and $4d_{3/2}$ lines shown in the inset of Figure 2.11. The doublets arise through spin orbit ($j-j$) coupling (the spin-spin and orbit-orbit couplings are much smaller). Two possible states, characterized by the quantum $j$ ($j= l+s= l\pm l/2$) arise when $l > 0$. The separation $\Delta E_j$ can be a few electron volts and it is expected to increase as $Z$ increases for a given sub shell (constant $n, l$) or to increase as $l$ decreases for constant $n$. 
If the energy resolution of the spectrometer is high enough, these energy difference (spin orbit coupling) can be identified clearly. The relative intensities of the doublet peaks are roughly given by the ratio of the respective degeneracies \((2j_-+1)/(2j_++1)\)\(^{[60]}\).

After the emission of a core electron such as 2s or 2p one from the L shell, a hole is left in the core shell. The hole can be filled by an electron from the M shell or valence band with another M or V electron carrying away the energy (auger process). We can clearly see the LMN, LMV, and LVV auger lines in the Figure 2.11. The line width, which is defined as the full width at half-maximum intensity (FWHM) of Auger peak, is larger than XPS peak due to the electron transition process is shorter in photoemission process. Typically, people use Auger lines in element identification because the energy of Auger lines is independent of the incident photon energy.

Satellite peaks mainly refers to shake up/off satellites peaks. Another well known satellite peak introduced by multiple X ray photon energy is not going to be discussed because our monochromatic source exhibits a primary characteristic X-ray source by getting riding of \(K\alpha', K\alpha_3\), etc. When the core hole is created by photoemission, other electrons relax in energy to lower energy states to screen this hole partially and therefore make more energy to the emitted photoelectrons. Once photoelectron is excited from an atom at an excited state, the kinetic energy is smaller than that of corresponding atom at the grounding state. Such a peak near the main core level peak is called shake up satellite. The binding energy difference between the satellite peak and main peak can vary from one tenth of eV to visible order of 10 eV. So the satellite peak is an important signature of electron correlation which is widely discussed topic in the oxides materials. We will have a few examples to be laid out in later chapters.
2.4.1.3 Quantitative analysis

**Background subtraction.** Prior to quantitative evaluation, proper determination of intensity for the photoelectron line is essential. In XPS, the peak intensity represents the total intensity of the photoelectrons emitted from a core level, which is measured by the total area of the peak. The generated photoelectrons of a characteristic peak will undergo different inelastic interactions with the electrons in the solid sample producing a continuous background at higher binding energy side of a photoelectron line. The accurate intensity of a specific peak can only be achieved by subtracting the background carefully. Some of the background subtractions are easy but not with others shake-up, shake-off and multiple splitting which leads to extending features over a wide energy range. There are several methods to do the subtraction, 1) linear background [71], 2) Tougarrd background and 3) Shirley background [73]. Looking at Figure 2.11, the lower binding energy part of the whole scan can use linear background subtraction, while different background is displayed for higher binding energy part. How to interpret this rapid change of background resulting from the energy loss process?

The most common method used to model the background is so called Shirley background [5]. The essential feature of the Shirley algorithm is the iterative determination of a background using the areas marked A1 and A2 in Figure 2.12 to compute the background intensity \( S(E) \) at energy \( E \): The Shirley background is described as equation:

\[
S(E) = I_2 + \kappa \frac{A_2(E)}{(A_1(E) + A_2(E))}
\]  

(2.7)

Where \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) are two distinct energies and \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) are two intensity values usually chosen to cause the background to merge with the spectral bins at \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \). \( \kappa \) defines the
step in the background and is typically equal to \((I_1 - I_2)\). \(S(E)\) is unknown initially and calculated by a iterative process. This theoretical calculation might cause some problem when the algorithm produces a background curve that cuts through the data. In this case the Shirley background is clearly wrong because it does not make any physical sense. Therefore a modified Shirley background or other background methods are necessary.

![Shirley background computed from a Ti 2p spectrum.](image)

**Figure 2.12.** A Shirley background computed from a Ti 2p spectrum.

Tougaard background subtraction has been developed to model the background. It explains the elastic and inelastic loss of the secondary electrons also in an iterative way as Shirley method. The essence of Tougaard method is energy loss cross-section function, which is the probability of electron at an offset energy, contributes to the background. However, the Tougaard method is not very correct comparing with Shirley or corrected Shirley one because the cross section can only be used generally in concept or qualitatively analyzed. Nevertheless, the Tougaard is used when it is appropriate to describe. Typically the choice of background subtraction is to be made by the software. Our experience is that Shirley background is used most frequently.
**Curve fitting.** Before we discussed the curve fitting of a peak, we need to notice that some spectra have multiple peaks overlap due to small binding energy difference. The better energy resolution is, the easier to identify the single peaks. The overlap can come from the multiple core levels with close energy positions. In some cases, one atom existing in the solid has different chemical environments, leading to existence of multiple peaks. Most of the peaks displayed a wide bump at higher binding side that is understood as the surface components. After the background subtraction, the first thing that needs to be done is the peak fitting procedure to resolve the peak parameter. In reality, the quality of experiments results depends on how we smooth the curve especially in the case of high noise level. First of all, there are few basic rules to fit the curves. For the line width, the intrinsic X-ray source contribution is lorentzian line shape; the peak width due to the core hole lifetime is calculated by Heisenberg’s uncertainty relationship $2\pi \hbar / \tau$; the analyzer resolution, which broadens the line width, is Gaussian type. We shall keep in mind that the intrinsic line width is bigger for deeper core levels as the core lifetime is shorter. As the overall line shape of a peak is mixture of Gaussian and Lorentzian shapes requiring a careful analysis. The asymmetric tail caused by the process when the photoelectron transfer its kinetic energy to excite the valence electrons can be fit with Doniach-Sunjic function. Our software setup provides a good tool to analyze the curve using Doniach-Sunjic behavior easily. After applying these basic rules, we have to guess a few initial parameters of line width, intensity, positions etc. and input them to the XPS software. A few trial and correction process have to be enacted to finally achieve a relatively good fit. The final fit must be consistent with all other available information so it is best to start with initial parameters carefully and cautiously.
Chemical shift. Another concept to discuss here is chemical shift. We frequently observe binding energy shifts in the core level peaks. The shift magnitude is from one tenth of eV or a few eVs for different systems. Understanding these shifts is important to study the composition, structure and chemical environment. There are several factors that can contribute to the binding energy shift for a specific core level. For example, a change in the chemical environment will affect the valence state of the atoms and thus change the core levels. Pure Silicon Si 2p peak will have lower binding energy than the oxidized Si. This is so called chemical shift. As the basic information about the chemical environment and element concentration in the sample can be extracted from the primary structure, the small chemical shifts in binding energy are difficult to determine in advance. XPS measures the energy difference between the total energies of an initial state with N electrons $E_i(N)$ and a final state with N-1 electrons $E_f(N-1)$. Thus the binding energy is simply defined as the difference between two states energy:

$$E_B = E_f(N-1) - E_i(N) \quad (2.8)$$

The initial state is the state of atom prior to the photoemission process. If the energy of the atom’s initial state is changed by the formation of chemical bonds with other atoms, the $E_B$ of the electron in that atom will also change. This definition of Binding Energy has the disadvantage that total energies are not easy to calculate from first principles, and one has to rely on approximations to obtain them or use the experimental results for standard materials. Koopman’s approximation [74] states that the binding energy equals to the negative energy of the orbital from which the photoelectron is emitted. However in reality, Koopman’s energy is never observed. The main reason for this is the relaxation shift. When the core hole is created by photoemission, other electrons relax in energy to
lower energy states to screen this hole partially and so make more energy available to the outgoing photoelectrons. In the case of a free atom, the final state may be one in which an electron is in an excited bound state, or in which another electron is ejected into the continuum. Such process leaves less energy for the emitted photoelectron and this gives rise to lower kinetic energy satellites; these are usually referred to as shake-up satellites (when excitation is to a bound state) and shake-off (when excitation to the continuum). In a solid this relaxation energy consists of two basic contributions. One results from the relaxation of the orbitals on the same atom (intra-atomic relaxation) discussed above. The other one is due to charge flow from the crystal onto the ion that carries the hole (inter-atomic relaxation), which can lead to plasmon losses. Thus XPS always measures final-state energies which can be related to initial-state energies only after some careful considerations.

The chemical shifts are typically a few to 10 eV or more. To extract chemical information, it is imperative to determine peak positions as accurately as possible. The interest is preferentially evoked by means of a monochromatic X-ray source, and recorded with the highest possible energy resolution. When dealing with small chemical shifts, overlapping peaks may occur in the spectra. Peak deconvolution and peak fitting tools are available in the commercial data handling systems. An illustration is seen in Figure 2.13, where the C 1s peak is deconvoluted in its components. Three different carbon chemical bonding can be clearly identified. The energy differences can be as big as an order of eV. The line width also varies depending on the lifetime of the photoelectrons coming from the specific core levels.
2.4.1.4 Experimental details

The electron spectrometer and sample room must be operating under ultra high vacuum (UHV), typically in the range of $10^{-8}$ to $10^{-10}$ torr. The reason for this is two fold. The low energy electrons are elastically and non-elastically scattered by residual gas molecules leading to a loss of intensity and of energy so that not only the intensity of the peaks is affected but also the noise in the spectrum increases. The second reason is that lowering the vacuum level to e.g. $10^{-6}$ torr would immediately lead to the formation of a monolayer of residual gas absorbed on the sample surface in less than a second. A vacuum of $10^{-10}$ torr allows measurements to be carried out for about an hour before a mono film is formed. The fact that AES and XPS are methods achieving a depth resolution of a few nanometers with a detection limit lower than 1% of a monolayer, clearly establishes the high requirements on the vacuum. Even in the case of a vacuum of $10^{-10}$ torr, typically carbon peaks are found as a result of surface contamination.

Figure 2.13: Chemical shift of the C 1s peak as a function of its bonding with O.
A typical XPS setup is shown in Figure 2.14. The main components of the setup include the X-ray source, Monochromator, X-ray Hemispherical Sector Analyzer and Detector. The X-ray source is generated from Electron bombardment on various anodes, such as Aluminum. The purpose of Monochromator is to focus the X-ray beam to achieve better resolution of spectra. The X-ray line width can be reduced to 0.15 eV by using a monochromator. It is based on Bragg reflection of the X-rays on single crystal, e.g. natural quartz, as shown in Figure 2.14. The quartz crystal is placed on the surface of a Rowland or focusing sphere, together with the anode and the sample. The X-rays are dispersed by diffraction on the crystal and re-focused on the sample surface. Other benefits are the removal of contributions to the XPS spectrum of satellite peaks and of the Bremsstrahlung continuum coming from the X-ray spectrum of the anode. The drawback of the use of a monochromator is a severe loss in intensity of the primary X-rays. Besides focusing the X-rays through a monochromator, we also used an aperture system in order to select only a fraction of the emitted photoelectrons for detection.

The HSA is designed to have a constant and as high as possible energy resolution for the detection of photoelectrons. The best energy resolution in XPS is 0.15 eV, corresponding to the line width of the monochromator. In order to reduce the size of the analyzer, it is standard practice to retard the kinetic energies of the photoelectrons either to user-selected analyzer energy, called pass energy. The first mode is called fixed analyzer transmission mode (FAT)). In this mode of operation, which is applied for the detection of photoelectrons, a constant voltage is applied across the hemispheres allowing electrons of a particular energy to pass between them. The most important characteristic in this case is a constant energy resolution in the spectrum as a function of the energy.
The electrons are emitted from the specimen and transferred to the focal point of the analyzer by the lens system. At this point they are retarded electrostatically before entering the analyzer itself. Those electrons with energies matching the pass energy of the analyzer are transmitted, detected and counted by the electron detector. The retarding field potential is then ramped, and so the electrons are counted as function of energy. To improve the sensitivity of the HSA, the electron detection is done by a multichannel detector system. Depending on the type of system, the number of electron multipliers may go up to 16. This parallel electron detection is especially useful when a monochromator is used due to the loss of intensity of the primary X-rays.

All of our XPS measurements were carried out with a Phoibos 150 MCD Energy Hemispherical Analyzer provided by Specs GmbH using photon energy of 1486.74 eV from a Specs Micro-Focus 500 ellipsoidal crystal Mono-chromator with Al α x-ray source and focusing x-ray spot capabilities, a pass energy of 30 eV. The step energy in the spectra is 0.01ev. The overall energy resolution for the XPS spectra is 0.16 eV. The base pressure of our system during the measurements was better than 2e10⁻⁹ Torr.

![Figure 2.14: Schematic representation of an XPS set-up with a hemispherical analyzer.](image)
2.4.2 Methodology of surface composition determination

2.4.2.1 XPS surface sensitivity of core level spectra.

As we have shown in chapter one, surface properties differ tremendously from the bulk due to the broken symmetry. We should expect that the chemical bonding and electronic energy levels are quite different for the surface. The photoelectrons emitted from solids will exhibit combined bonding information of both surface and bulk; here we use ARXPS to extract the surface information from it.

The surface sensitivity of the photoelectron spectroscopy is defined as the ratio of surface to bulk signal. It does not only depend on the penetrating depth of the incident radiation but upon the probability that photoelectron will be able to escape from the surface. According to the Beer-Lambert law, the probability of an electron travelling a distance d through a solid without undergoing inelastic scattering is given by:

\[ P(d) = \exp(-d / \lambda(E)) \]  

(2.9)

Where \( \lambda \) is the Inelastic Mean Free Path (IMFP). Calculation can be done to show 95% of the detected electrons are within 3\( \lambda \) from the surface. Therefore the shorter of the \( \lambda \), the better surface sensitivity can be achieved. Also we can increase the probability \( P \) by tuning the energy of X-ray radiation and detecting the photoelectron emission at higher emission angle with respect to the surface normal. Intuitively it is not difficult to understand hard X-ray radiation will increase the intensity of detected electrons as they carry higher kinetic energy, but this requires synchrotron that allows the variation of beam energy. What we can do with our fixed Aluminum anode source setup is changing the emission angles. In this case, the 95% of the detected electrons will come from within 3\( \lambda \cos \theta \) of the surface. This method is the basis of the angle resolved X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy. Fadley and Bergstrom [75] introduced this method and people started to use this to distinguish between surface and bulk compositions. The first method for obtaining concentration depth profiles by ARXPS was proposed by Pijolat and Hollinge [76]. Considering the layered compounds, the quantification of XPS data (the intensity of j peak of i element) can be written as

\[ I_{ij} = K \cdot T(E) \cdot L_{ij}(\gamma) \cdot \sigma_{ij} \cdot \int n_i(z) \cdot e^{-\lambda(E) \cos \theta} dz. \]  

(2.10)

\( \theta \) is the emission angle with respect to the surface normal, \( \lambda \) is the IMFP of the photoelectron with the appropriate kinetic energy, the \( T(E) \) is the electron transmission function, the \( \sigma_{ij} \) is the photoionization cross sections. It is not difficult to tell from equation 2.10, the intensity of a specific core level will show exponential decay with emission angle. In reality when we measure the peak intensity to comparison, we need to make sure the background is subtracted to calculate the area under the peak and the method used to substrate should be consistent each time.

Since the XPS spectra peak consists of the elastically scattered electrons, we will need to know the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) \( \lambda(E) \), which is dependent on the kinetic energy \( E \), and the specific materials. For Al \( K_\alpha \) radiation, most of IMFP falls into range of 1-3.5nm (a few unit cells for most layered compounds). The experimental IMFP curve exhibits a minimum point for electrons with kinetic energies of around 50-100 eV. The reason is that the electron has less possibility to cause plasmon excitation at low energies; and therefore the IMFP increases with kinetic energies. We will introduce some theoretical studies to model the
IMFP with one form [8] generally calculate the IMFP. Once we have the estimated IMFP value, the sampling depth will be 3 $\lambda$ where 95% of electrons are escaped without losing energy. Of course in reality, we will be able to detect much deeper depth for a solid as we can see the binding energy peak is broadened.

2.4.2.2 Basic setup of ARXPS

The analyzer is permanently mounted on the chamber in a perpendicular direction. To change the photoelectron detection angles, we shall rotate the sample in a polar direction, not azimuthally. Figure 2.15 provides an illustration of the changing detection angles of the photoelectron showing the angle dependence of penetration depth.

$$x = d \cos \theta$$

Figure 2.15. Schematic illustration of changing photoelectron detection angles using commercial XPS setup.
By detecting the photoelectrons intensity at higher angles $\theta$, the sampling distance scales to $\cos\theta$. ARXPS method was first proposed by Bergstrom [77], and for instance, more and more scholars contribute to the applications of this method [77,78]. Figure 2.16(a) is an example of the XPS spectra changes by varying the emission angle [79]. The binding energies of two peaks do not depend on the emission angles. It is clear from the As 3d spectra that the oxide peak (at higher binding energy) is dominant at the surface whereas the peak due to arsenic in the form of GaAs (at lower binding energy) is more dominant at near normal analysis angles. Figure 2.16 (b) shows schematically shows XPS data are collected from the metal at two angles, near normal (the “bulk angle”) and neargrazing (the “surface angle”). Near normal emission produces a spectrum in which the metal peak dominates while the oxide peak dominates in the spectrum from the grazing emission.

![Figure 2.16.](image)

Figure 2.16. a) Effect of variation of emission angle on the As spectrum with a passive oxide layer. b) An illustration of the analysis of a thin metal oxide on a metal substrate. The diagrammatic spectra show the effect of the collection angle on the elemental and oxide peaks of the metal. (Reference 81)
CHAPTER 3. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION CHARACTERIZATION WITH ARXPS

3.1 ARXPS intensity calculation

The contribution to the photoemission intensity of an infinitesimal thick layer at depth \(z\) from the surface can be expressed as follows:

\[
dl = \phi T(E) ne^{-\frac{zd(E)\cos(\theta)}{\lambda}} \sigma dz
\]

We define the probability

\[
P(\lambda, z, \theta) = e^{-\frac{z}{\lambda \cos \theta}}
\]

and \(\phi\) is the photon flux.

\(T(E)\) is the analyzer transmission function that depends on the kinetic energy (old electron analyzer could have different sensitivity at different \(E_k\));

\(\sigma\) is the photoelectron cross section that depends on the atomic species, the electronic level (i.e. 1s, 2s, 2p...) and the photon energy;

\(n\) is the number of atoms per unit volume per sampling area, that can depend on the X-ray focalization on the sample and/or on the analyzer focus;

\(P(\lambda, z, \theta)\) is the probability of an electron at depth \(z\) to escape from the specimen and to reach the analyzer placed at an angle \(\theta\) relative to the sample normal; \(\lambda\) is the IMFP and depends on the sample composition and on the \(E_k\).

When dealing with the ratio of two element spectra only, the photon flux and sampling area can be discarded since they are contributing in the same way to each photoelectron peak. When measuring XPS peaks with close kinetic energy (or with a well calibrated analyzer) also the \(T(E)\) term can be neglected. Other parameters have to be taken into account to carefully quantify the elements concentration; Assume the transmission \(T(E)\) has no relation with Energy, in a simple model, ignoring the \(L_{ij}\) term(angular asymmetric factor) and we get
The reason why we use relative intensity ratios instead of the absolute calculation is to rule out the system instrument errors, such as the X-ray flux variation, detector efficiency, different pass energy setting etc. Here A and B represent two elements. The letter \( d \) is the interlayer spacing. The cross section can be achieved from the Spec library database. There are some calculated values to be referenced as well [Figure 3.1]. The mean free path can be estimated though TPP-2M method in the following equations as discussed in chapter 2. Notice that A, B does not need to be on the same layer.

\[
\frac{I_A(\theta)}{I_B(\theta)} = \frac{\sum_i n_A e^{-j(\lambda_A(E)\cos(\theta))}}{\sum_j n_B e^{-j(\lambda_B(E)\cos(\theta))}} \cdot \frac{\sigma_A}{\sigma_B}
\]  

(3.3)

\[
\lambda = \frac{E}{E_0} \left[ \beta \ln(\gamma E) - (\frac{C}{E}) + (\frac{D}{E^2}) \right]
\]

(3.4)
The parameters to calculate the IMFP include the following:

$$\beta = -0.10 + 0.944(E_p^2 + E_g^2)^{-1/2} + 0.069\rho^{0.1}$$

$$\gamma = 0.191\rho^{1/2}$$

$$C = 1.97 - 0.91U$$

$$D = 53.4 - 20.8U$$

$$U = N_v\rho / M = E_p^2 / 829.4$$

where $E_p = 28.8(N_v\rho / M)^{1/2}$ is the free-electron Plasmon energy (in eV), $N_v$ is the number of valence electrons per atom (for elemental solids) or molecule (for compounds), $\rho$ is the density (in g cm$^{-3}$), $M$ is the atomic or molecular weight and $E_g$ is the band gap energy (in eV). For a specific system, we can either measure or refer the data from the synthesized materials.

Being able to calculate the IMFP, we can easily plot the curve of intensity ratio with the change of emission angle. Especially at high emission angle, which reflects mainly the surface layers, the intensity ratio can really tell us the chemical composition compared to the bulk (small emission angle).

Hani Dulli et al. studied the surface chemical composition of thin film La$_{0.65}$Sr$_{0.35}$MnO$_3$ by ARXPS [80]. The surfaces have Sr segregation and restructuring happen which can be characterized by the formation of Ruddelsden-Popper phase $(La,Sr)_{n+1}Mn_nO_{3n+1}$ with $n=1$ occurs. The angular dependence of Sr/La ratio is shown in Figure 3.2. If the relative concentration of Sr with respect to that of La was independent of the depth into the sample the Sr/La ratio would be roughly constant. It is clear from Figure 3.2 that this ratio is not constant but it is increasing with increasing emission angle. Qualitatively this shows that the surface region is Sr rich. It also shows a fairly small decrease in Mn/Sr ratio, which can be also attributed to the increase in surface
concentration of Sr. The Mn/La ratio is increasing with the emission angle. Finally this angular dependence XPS data was used to quantitatively analyze the surface composition altered by Sr segregation. By applying the XPS core level intensity function (equation 3.2) and estimated surface layer, it turned out the best fit for the possible stacking sequences of LSMO is that of \((\text{La}_{0.65}\text{Sr}_{0.35})_2\text{MnO}_4\) with La/SrO termination [Figure 3.3]. My other studies of LEED and ISS indicate there is no surface reconstruction and the surface is mainly SrO. This conflicting conclusion results from the big errors without considering the diffraction.

Figure 3.2. Relative intensities of \((\text{Sr}\ 3d_{5/2} + \text{Sr}\ 3d_{3/2})\) to \(\text{La}\ 3d_{5/2}\), \(\text{Mn}\ 2p_{3/2}\) to \(\text{Sr}\ 3d_{5/2} + \text{Sr}\ 3d_{3/2}\), and \(\text{Mn}\ 2p_{3/2}\) to \(\text{La}\ 3d_{5/2}\) all as functions of the emission angle.
Figure 3.3. The blue solid open squares represent the Sr atomic fraction per layer for the perovskite structure of La$_{0.65}$Sr$_{0.35}$MnO$_3$ with La/SrO (MnO$_2$) termination. The red open solid circles represent the Sr atomic fraction for the K$_2$NiF$_4$ structure of (La$_{0.65}$Sr$_{0.35}$)$_2$MnO$_4$ with La/SrO (MnO$_2$) termination.

The study from the above group has certain errors as the intensity modulation due to photoelectron effect was not considered. Without considering the diffraction effect of X-ray photoelectron, the analysis and the theoretical model is not so accurate to point to a conclusion. Nevertheless, the applications of ARXPS prove to be a useful tool to study the surface composition especially for the layered ordered structures. Understanding the surface composition and structure pave the way of probing the electronic properties of the materials.

3.2 X-Ray photoelectron diffraction (XPD)

There is angular effect important in XPS. For a clean single crystal surfaces, oscillations can be observed in the absolute core level peak intensity as electron emission angle is varied. These oscillations are attributed to constructive and destructive interferences between the coherent components of the photoelectron waves. More specifically, forward scattering is observed where the photoemission intensity enhanced
along principal crystal axes. Analysis of the photoelectron diffraction plots can offer insight into the interatomic spacing in the uppermost few atomic layers, thus X-ray photoelectron diffraction is often used to reveal the local atomic geometry (crystal symmetry, interatomic distances, bond lengths and angles) of the system under investigation. Long-range order is not required. High energy-resolution photoemission with synchrotron radiation allows us to combine chemical sensitivity to non-equivalent atomic species and structural information.

Figure 3.2 shows a clear picture of the Sr content enhancement at surface. While the explanation of the modulation at low emission angle was not explained clearly. Without simulation of the modulation in the intensity ratio fitting, it is difficult to get an accurate result of real bulk structure contribution to the intensity ratio. We propose those fluctuation can help to understand the surface structure of components. The first reported example is in a NaCl crystal by varying the photoelectron emission angles [81]. After then, more and more scientists reported the X-ray photoelectron diffraction pattern. Au 4f core level intensity modulation was reported by Fadley [75] in both polar and azimuthal directions. The theoretical framework of photoelectron includes the electron channeling theory [82,83,84], single scattering [85, 86], and multiple scattering theory[87,88,89]. The most important concept introduced is forward scattering both theoretically and experimentally confirmed [90,91,92,93,94,95]. The photoelectron current is intensified in the directions of the crystal axes because the photoelectrons are forward scattered by the negative potentials of the atoms in the lattice. The wave function $\phi_k(r)$ of photoelectron scattered by a single atom can be expressed as [96]:

$$\phi_k(r) \to \exp(ikz) + \frac{f(\theta)}{r}\exp(ikr)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)
where $f(\theta)$ is the scattering amplitude. If the electron has velocity $v$, and atomic number is $Z$, the $f(\theta)$ can be written by the first born approximation as

$$f^{(0)}(\theta) = \frac{e^2}{2mv^2} [Z - A(\theta)] \frac{1}{\sin^2(\theta/2)}$$  

(3.7)

where $e$ and $m$ are the charge and electron mass respectively; here

$$A(\theta) = 4\pi \int_0^\infty \sin \frac{Kr}{K} \rho(r) r^2 dr$$  

(3.8)

$K$ is defined as the change of the electron momentum before and after the scattering as $K = \frac{4\pi mv}{\hbar} \sin \frac{\theta}{2}$. As the electron density $\rho(r)$ can be calculated from Hartree Fock Slater wave functions [97], the forward scattering amplitude $f(\theta)$ at small scattering angle (close to zero) can be roughly written as $f(\theta^0) = \frac{1}{3} \int_0^\infty 4\pi \rho(r) r^4 dr = \frac{1}{3} Z <r^2>$, here

$$Z = \int_0^\infty 4\pi \rho(r) r^2 dr.$$  

Figure 3.4 is the schematic drawing of first approximation scattering amplitude. From this figure, we can deduce that the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the profile is smaller for higher kinetic energy. For small $\theta$ which is close to forward scattering angle, the scattering magnitude is much stronger than large scattering angle (back scattering). Typically back scattering is only considered for electrons with smaller kinetic energies. The multiple scattering is also not considered because of the defocusing effect. Therefore, the photoelectron diffraction peaks coincide with the crystal axes in real space.
Figure 3.4. Profiles of scattering amplitude $f^{(1)}(\theta)$ at different electron kinetic energies.

The de Broglie wavelength of an electron with kinetic energy $E$ is written as $\lambda = 12.3/\sqrt{E}$, with this in mind, the wavelength calculated if kinetic energy is in the 200-1000 eV range will be comparable with the atomic lattice constant. This will make us expect the interaction of photoelectrons with lattice. The forward scattering amplitude is one order of magnitude greater than the back scattering amplitude, therefore, the X-Ray photoelectron patterns represent the surface crystal structure of single crystal in real space. LEED as introduced in the previous chapter basically provide similar information as X-ray photoelectron diffraction because it is also scattered by the atomic potential. However as LEED energy is in the range of 50-300 eV, the backscattering amplitude
cannot be neglected and multiple scattering must be considered. The complexity makes the X-ray photoelectron diffraction study the most promising tool for surface composition analysis. LEED is mainly used for surface structure analysis.

Zero degree forward scattering involves no path length difference between the direct and scattered waves, so interference is constructive in the direction. However if we measure the peak intensity at a different scattering angle, the phase shift introduces the destructive interference. Both the interference effect and angle dependent cross section produce modulation of electron flux as a function of emission angle. This can clearly offer a method to determine the interatomic directions for the solid surface and the orientation of the intratonic bond angles within a solid. Though we have kept mentioning the X ray photoelectron diffraction, the qualitative determination of the intratonic bond angles have nothing to do with diffraction at all. Basically this is zero order diffraction or it is like a straight through beam in a grating. In the simplest single scattering picture, the maxima of these holographic fringes should appear when the following equation is satisfied:

\[
2\pi m = \left[\frac{2\pi}{\lambda_e}\right] d_{sc} (1 - \cos \theta) + \varphi_{sc}, m = 1, 2, \ldots
\]  

(3.9)

where \(\lambda_e\) is the electron de Broglie wavelength, \(d_{sc}\) is the distance between emitter and a given scatterer, and \(\varphi_{sc}\) is the phase shift associated with the scattering process, often small compared to the first term in Equation 3.9.

Due to the ionic size, thermal broadening effect and the detector aperture angle, we can expect the diffraction intensity curve with the emission angle is not a delta function.
For atom size broadening effect, the typical spectra can be described as a Gaussian function $I = I_0 \exp(-2(\theta - \theta_0)^2/\beta^2)$. The thermal broadening parameter is described as follows:

$$B = 0.9 \lambda / (t \cos \theta)$$

$$\beta = B / (2\sqrt{2\ln(2)}) = B / 2.3548$$

Here $\lambda$ is the electron wavelength (Å), $t$ is the average crystallite size (Å), and $\theta$ is the diffraction angle. However the thermal broadening is very small comparing the aperture angle, therefore we simply choose $\beta=2.34$ as the curve broadening coefficient.

Figure 3.5. Illustration of the X-ray Photoelectron Diffraction (XPD) method. The exited emitter atom (Blue) sends a spherical wave, which interferes with the scattered wave (red), and the interference pattern shows angle dependence intensity. This intensity is recorded by an electron energy analyzer. On the right side, the intensity distribution shows the forward scattering and diffraction 1st order.

By varying the X ray analyzer detection angle both in the polar and zimuthal angles, we are now expecting the core level peak intensity to modulate. In our experiment setup,
the easiest way for us to implement is to change the polar angle, as we are able to rotate
the sample in a polar angle, keeping the sample in vacuum. As shown in Figure 3.6 with
arrows pointing at different directions, the possible forward scattering peaks are supposed
to observe at polar angles 0°, 22°, 25°, 45°, 48°, 60°, and 63° etc.

![Figure 3.6. A sample structure model for NaCl, showing a vertical cuts through the
crystal along the [011] and the [bcc] two inequivalent nearest neighbor planes azimuthal
directions. The arrows indicate the dominant forward scattering directions of
photoelectrons emitted from either Na or Cl atoms.](image)

The intensity of the forward scattering peak is very difficult to quantify. In deed it is
based on the first Born Approximation and proportional to square value of scattering
amplitude. The intensity of forward scattering contribution below the surface has an
exponential decay $e^{-d/\lambda \cos \theta}$. The higher emission angle, the bigger ratio of electrons
from the surface is. Although this is an oversimplification of the physics, there is in
general a monotonic decrease in emission depth with decreasing takeoff angle that can be
used both qualitatively and quantitatively to study the depth distributions of species near
surfaces. As for an angular scan, the total intensity plotted will include the contributions
from the first and subsequent layers of the solids. Even though precisely simulating the
angular distribution can only be achieved through sophisticated multiple scattering scenario, but we can qualitatively tell that the angle scan intensity is dominant by the near surface layers because of the defocusing effect of the multiple forward scattering. Indeed, this can still be a qualitative tool for surface structure analysis, though the scattering peak intensity will be underestimated. Shown in Figure 3.6 which is a typical structure NaCl, we can draw a few forward scattering directions by the arrows. The atomic number of Na and Cl are 11 and 17 respectively. We can naturally tell the forward scattering peak intensities for angles 22° and 25°, which have same travelling distance of photoelectrons to the emitter, are not equivalent. They should have a ratio $\frac{11^2}{17^2}=0.418$. Considering the angles 25° and 48°, though the emitter are both Na atoms which means the atomic number is same for emitter scattering, the travelling distance for Cl and Na electrons are different. Therefore, the intensity ratio for the two peaks should be $\frac{e^{-\lambda_{Cl}/acos25}}{e^{-\lambda_{Na}/0.5acos48}}$. Here the $\lambda$ represent the IMFP for specific core levels. Therefore we can clearly estimate the forward scattering peak position and peak intensity ratio. Again, the capability from the above assumption is to only give us the intensity ratio and the actual intensity values.

Removing the photoelectron forward scattering effect (intensity ratio of diffraction effect) in the ARXPS intensity ratio, we can have the pure information from the structure stacking sequence starting with the first surface layer, which provide a precise determination of the surface chemical composition and structure.

3.3 Chemical composition study of Sr$_2$RuO$_4$ (001) surface using ARXPS methodology

Here we present the study for single crystal Sr$_2$RuO$_4$ (001) to test the effectiveness of our methodology using ARXPS considering forward scattering effect. In 1994, Maeno,
Hashimoto et al. reported the discovery of superconductivity with $T_c = 1$K in Sr$_2$RuO$_4$ [98]. Since that time, Sr$_2$RuO$_4$ has gained considerable attention and numerous papers have been published on Sr$_2$RuO$_4$. It is an unconventional spin-triplet superconductor with intriguing superconducting properties [104,99]. These are discussed in two excellent review articles, a very recent and comprehensive paper in April 2003 by Mackenzie and Maeno [100] and a publication in January 2001 by Maeno, Rice and Sigrist [101]. The study of ruthenates is a active subject of research and so far there are still many open questions. For example, the properties of Sr$_{n+1}$Ru$_n$O$_{3n+1}$ exhibit strong dependence on the number of RuO$_6$ octahedral layers in crystal structure, reflecting the effect of dimensionality in the system [102]. Ca doped Ca$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$RuO$_4$ [103] has various interesting properties related with the correlation effect among Ru 4d electrons though 4d orbitals are fairly delocalized. And also mall amount of Ca doping can also kill the triplet superconductivity easily. It has also been reported that a lattice distortion takes place at the surface [104] giving FSs different from the bulk.

A controlled way to disturb the coupled system without changing the stoichiometry is to break the symmetry by creating a surface. Sr$_2$RuO$_4$ has proven results to show the surface termination layer is SrO. We used Sr$_2$RuO$_4$ as a test sample for developing theory of ARXPS with photoelectron diffraction. The experiment results successfully confirm the surface composition and the surface structure. The single crystals of Sr$_2$RuO$_4$ were grown by the floating zone technique [105]. The x-ray diffraction on these crystals did not reveal any impurity phase. The samples were cleaved at room temperature in ultrahigh vacuum conditions to form a (001) surface and were immediately transferred.
into the μ-metal-shielded analysis chamber equipped with LEED and XPS. The crystals were cleaved between two SrO layers without breaking RuO₆ octahedra. There are two possible cleavage planes.

Figure 3.7 shows a typical LEED pattern taken from the cleaved surface of Sr₂RuO₄ at room temperature, showing excellent diffraction patterns. The surface layer shows a lattice distortion characterized by rigid RuO₆ octahedra rotation, which is not presented in the bulk, thus reflecting the surface reconstruction (√2*√2 have been observed. The samples do not have obvious degradation during experiments.

![Figure 3.7. A typical LEED pattern from a freshly cleaved Sr₂RuO₄ surface taken at room temperature with electron-beam energy of (a) 200 eV and (b) 250 eV.](image)

We also used Ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS) to inspect the surface. To simply describe ISS, the mechanism is as follows. A beam of positive ions derived from He or Ne is directed at the surface. Some of these ions are reflected with the loss of energy appropriate to the simple binary elastic collision of the ion beam with a particular surface atom. At any fixed scattering angle, defined by the angle between the ion source and the analyzer, the energy loss of the ion is dependent only on the mass of the surface atom.
causing the scattering. The technique is uniquely sensitive to the outermost layer of the surface and ISS spectrum can provide the surface content information. Figure 3.8 is the structural model of the bulk $\text{Sr}_2\text{RuO}_4$ and large scale STM image (4 x 4 $\mu$m) showing the origin of the step height. The cleavage plane for this layer compound is SrO shown in Figure 3.8(c).

![Figure 3.8](image)

Figure 3.8. (a) Large scale of STM image showing clear terrace (b) Multiple of half unit cells shown as step height (c) Ball model structure of $\text{Sr}_2\text{RuO}_4$. (Reference 104)

We have performed the XPS study on $\text{Sr}_2\text{RuO}_4$. Figure 3.9 displays the character spectra with change of emission angles. The top to bottom curves are 0 to 81° with step of 3°. With the high intensity and resolution of X ray core level spectra, we can clearly cut the background with the same type as Shirley background. Both Sr 3d and O 1s spectra has signature of multiple components, which vary with the emission angles. It is not difficult to understand that they are actually surface and bulk component. The surface component for O 1s is sitting at around 1.5 eV higher binding energy side. As we can see Sr 3p spectra is entangled with Ru 3d peaks, therefore we use Sr 3d as the characteristic peak for our model analysis as the background subtraction is much simpler.
Figure 3.9. Spectra of core levels O 1s, Ru 3p, Sr 3d and Ru 3d/Sr 3p displayed from top panel to the bottom. The intensities of four spectra drop with the increase of emission angles. The curve colors ranging from black to navy blue represents 18 curves with emission angle step $3^\circ$.

In Figure 3.10, we display the reverse “branching ratio” for Sr 3d spectra at the emission angle of $80^\circ$. The yellow and violet lines represent the surface components. To
fit the Sr 3d curve, we have set the peak positions difference between Sr 3d\(_{5/2}\) and Sr 3d\(_{3/2}\) to be same for both surface and bulk components. Also the line width and intensity ratio for spin orbital splitting curve must be similar as well. It is clear to us that the branching ratio remains the same. The reverse behavior of two peak heights is actually due to the substantial increase of the surface components.

![Figure 3.10](image)

Figure 3.10. (a) Sr 3d core level spectra comparison at normal emission and (b) 80° emission angle. Sr 3d\(_{3/2}\) and Sr 3d\(_{5/2}\) surface and bulk components are marked by green, pink, yellow and violet solid curves respectively.

We have also fit in a similar way for the O 1s peaks. Because of the broad line width, we have to fit the O 1s spectra with 4 components that are naturally explained as two different oxygen chemical bonding environments and surface can be seen in the 214 structures. The FWHM of four peaks are fit close to 2.5 eV. As seen in Figure 3.11, both the intensities under violet and blue curves increase with the emission angle, indicating the character of surface sensitivity. Therefore, the pink and violet curves represent the bulk components whose intensities drop with the increase of the emission angle. We assign the four components to be O1 (pink), O2 (green), O1 surface (blue) and O2 surface (violet). The multiple components are coming from the various chemical environments for oxygen atoms. O1 and O2 peaks are coming from SrO and RuO\(_2\) layers.
Interestingly, the peak positions of bulk components of O2 and O2 do not agree with that of surface components. In the bulk, the energy difference is around 1 eV; for the surface, the difference induced by the chemical bonding is 3 eV. From the fact of SrO termination, we believe the oxygen at this layer is affected substantially than the surface oxygen in subsequent RuO2 layer due to the broken symmetry.

![Figure 3.11](image)

Figure 3.11. a) O 1s spectra comparison at normal emission and (b) 80° emission angle. O 1s spectra are fitted with four components O1, O2 and their corresponding surface components marked by pink, green, blue and violet curves respectively. The raw data and fitting curve are marked as continuous black and red lines.

Since we already know that the surface is mainly SrO layer, it is not difficult to understand why the surface component at higher binding energy positions increase as the emission angle. This is a good example reaffirming the surface composition using ARXPS. To check the stoichiometry carefully, we will need quantitative analysis for the intensity of core level spectra. Let us consider the relative intensities of Sr 3p and Ru 3p. The actual area used for all the peaks are carefully calculated using appropriate background subtraction. Figure 3.12 shows plots of Sr 3d/Ru 3p(Sr/Ru) in black as a function of the emission angle. The XPS spectra for all of the curves are taken at step 5°.
There is a strong angular dependence of Sr/Ru ratio and the increase of Sr/Ru ratio is also consistent with the fact of SrO termination layer. Apparently, the modulation of the intensity ratio comes from the photoelectron forwarding scattering effects.

Figure 3.12. Experimental angular dependence of the core-level intensity ratio of Sr 3d/Ru 3p measured at room temperature.

Now we shall use the following equation to calculate the intensity ratio theoretically

\[
\frac{I_A(\theta)}{I_B(\theta)} = \frac{\sum_j n_A e^{-jd/\lambda_A(E)\cos(\theta)}}{\sum_j n_B e^{-jd/\lambda_B(E)\cos(\theta)}} \cdot \frac{\sigma_A}{\sigma_B}
\]  

(3.10)

where \(n\) is the atomic fraction of the element at \(j^{th}\)-layer, \(d\) is the interlayer spacing. The cross section were taken from Spec lab. For Sr 3d and Ru 3p, the cross sections for Al source are 5.05027 and 3.439 respectively. As SRO214 system is metallic, thus we put the gap energy as 0 eV. Inelastic mean free path can be calculated according to equation 3.2. The other necessary data to calculate IMFP are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Parameters to calculate the IMFP of characteristic curves for Sr$_2$RuO$_4$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>$E_p$</th>
<th>$E_g$</th>
<th>$\rho$</th>
<th>$N_V$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$U$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>22.79</td>
<td>1.4001134</td>
<td>5.92 g/cm$^3$</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.0238512</td>
<td>340.3117 g/mol</td>
<td>0.078302</td>
<td>0.626249</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 List of cross section and IMFP for Sr 3p, Sr 3d, Ru 3p and O 1s core levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>$Z$</th>
<th>Electron Shell</th>
<th>Shell</th>
<th>$\sigma$(Al K$_\alpha$)</th>
<th>$E_i$(eV)</th>
<th>$E_k$(eV)</th>
<th>$\lambda(E)$ (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>$5s^2$</td>
<td>3p</td>
<td>4.331</td>
<td>1218.1</td>
<td>1209.9</td>
<td>21.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3d</td>
<td>5.05027</td>
<td>1352.9</td>
<td>1351.0</td>
<td>25.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>$4d^75s^1$</td>
<td>3p</td>
<td>3.439</td>
<td>1023.6(3p$^3/2$)</td>
<td>1001.1(3p$^{-1/2}$)</td>
<td>14.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$2s^22p^4$</td>
<td>1s</td>
<td>2.92991</td>
<td>955.7</td>
<td>531.1</td>
<td>18.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The structure of SRO is well defined. With the SrO-RuO$_2$ stacking sequence, we simulate the theoretical curve shown in Figure 3.13. Basically there is little change of intensity ratio at wide range of emission angles until 70°. As the emission angle further increases, especially at the angle as high as 80°, the estimated thickness that allow photoelectrons to travel through without going through inelastic collisions with other atoms can be only as thin as 0.1 nm. This clearly illustrates the picture of SrO termination.

The Sr$_2$RuO$_4$ has lattice constants $a=0.387$ nm and $c=1.274$ nm. Shown in Figure 3.14, which is the ball model of the crystal structure (perspective view). A few possible forward scattering peaks for Sr atoms are marked by lines (1), (2) and (3). The three angles with respect to the normal direction can be calculated easily.
Figure 3.13. Theoretical angular dependence of Sr 3p/Ru 3p intensity considering SrO termination and SrO, RuO$_2$ stacking sequence.

For peak 1, the scattering angle can be derived from \( \arctan\left(\frac{0.5a}{0.5c - 0.5a}\right) \approx 23.55^\circ \).

Similarly for peak 2 and peak 3, they can be calculated through \( \arctan1 \) and \( \arctan3 \) respectively; so the corresponding peak angles are 45° (\( \arctan1 \)) and 71° (\( \arctan3 \)). For Ru 3p characteristic photoelectrons with kinetic energy 1001.1 eV can be possibly scattered at angles 41.11° and 63.43°. Of course both Sr 3d and Ru 3p core level spectra will have forward scattering peaks at normal emission scattered by oxygen atoms at different layers. There is multiple scattering effects need to be considered in this case. However we found the multiple scattering only contributes to the magnitude of the peak, not the peak shape and intensity ratio of two spectra. Therefore we have chosen to use single scattering simulation to get the intensity ratio value. To understand the scattering directions, we shall use the ball model to illustrate the scattering process, especially the elastic forward scattering.
Figure 3.14. Ball model of the crystal structure (perspective view). The big ball represents the Sr atoms and the small ball oxygen. Ruthenium atoms are located in the center of the octahedral. Bulk-repeat unit is and surface layer are indicated. Lines marked by number (1), (2) and (3) indicate the forward scattering directions for Sr atoms.

Take one scattering peak as an example, Sr 3d forward scattered peaks at 45° is scattered by Sr atom too with atomic number 38. The peak at angel 63.43° has the same scatter Sr, so the intensity contributions from these two angles will be only proportional to $e^{-\lambda_{Sr, 3d}/a \cos 45}$ to $e^{-\lambda_{Sr, 3d}/a \cos 63.43}$, here $a$ is the lattice constant 0.387 nm. If we define the forward scattered peak at zero as A, we can get the other few peaks illustrated as $A \cdot F_n(\theta_n)$. The intensity ratio for Sr 3d and Ru 3p as $\frac{I_{Sr, 3d}}{I_{Ru, 3p}} = \frac{A(1 + F_{3d}^A(\theta)) + \ldots + F_{3d}^A(\theta_n)}{B(1 + F_{3p}^B(\theta_1) + \ldots + F_{3p}^B(\theta_n))}$, here A, B
ratios can also be calculated knowing the atomic number and the scattering routes. By adding all possible scattering peaks together whose Gaussian profile has different peak heights. Figure 3.15 shows the theoretical curve marked in black dot for the Sr 3d and Ru 3p intensity ratio (Sr/Ru).

![Graph showing Sr/Ru intensity ratio as a function of angle](image)

Figure 3.15. Theoretical intensity ratio of Sr 3d to Ru 3p core levels as a function of angle due to the zero-order XPD effect.

By adding the simple structure effect with surface termination SrO and the forward scattering effect, we can simulate the intensity ratio and compare with experimental result and see how good our methodology is. See Figure 3.16, with two curves plotted as red scattered curve and black line curve. Except the regions at the low emission angle range 0°-10° and high emission angle range 70°-80°, there are slight difference between theoretical and experimental results. Overall, the theoretical model fits very well with the experimental results. The dips and peaks’ positions coincide with the forward scattering peak positions. The errors not only come from the data collection, background
subtraction and other instrument errors, but also the intrinsic differences as the methodology we developed have a lot of assumptions, such as first born approximation, no multiple scattering, peak Gaussian broadening, perfect surface stoichiometry etc.

Figure 3.16. Theoretical (solid black curve) and experimental (red dots) angular dependence of Sr 3p /Ru 3p intensity ratio measured at room temperature.

Using the angle-dependence of Sr 3d/ Ru 3p core level intensity ratio, our method clearly confirms that the termination layer of the surface is SrO-layer as the high emission angle trend matches. The diffraction pattern matches very well with the theoretical calculation of forward scattering peaks. We have successfully shown the ARXPS methodology is a very promising tool for the surface and interface chemical composition analysis.
CHAPTER 4. SURFACE ANALYSIS OF SINGLE CRYSTAL SrTiO$_3$ (100)

4.1 Introduction and motivation

SrTiO$_3$ is of cubic perovskite structure and an insulator with a band gap of 3.2 eV. Self-doping with oxygen vacancies or element doping by Nb will result in n-type semiconductor. The major purpose of my study SrTiO$_3$ is not only because it is frequently used as a substrate for thin film growth [106], but also because perovskite type oxide SrTiO$_3$ attracts considerable attention as models of catalysis systems [107,108]. SrTiO$_3$ (001), as an important substrate for our PLD growth for thin films, has controllable termination layer with either TiO$_2$ or SrO. The atomically flat TiO$_2$ terminated surface can be obtained by HF buffer solution etching and \textit{in-situ} annealing [109]; while SrO termination surface (SrO (001)) is obtained by high temperature annealing [110] or depositing a SrO layer on TiO$_2$ (001) surface [111]. Various surface reconstructions (1x2, 2x2, 4x2, C(2x2), C(4x2), c(6x2), c($\sqrt{5}$x$\sqrt{5}$), etc.) have been reported [112,113,114,115,116,117]. The surface reconstruction will affect growth and properties of both interface and epitaxial film [118,119].

The SrTiO$_3$ interfacial layer plays an important role in interface properties. For the LaAlO$_3$/SrTiO$_3$ interface where both LaAlO$_3$ and SrTiO$_3$ are wide band gap insulators, unexpected formation of a quasi-two dimensional high-mobility electron gas emerges [120]. This interface can be superconductive at low temperature [121]. Superconductivity behavior between was also observed at LaTiO$_3$/SrTiO$_3$ interface [122]. In the case of LaAlO$_3$/SrTiO$_3$ interface, if the termination layer is SrO, the interface maintains insulating, but an only TiO$_2$ termination layer provides possibility of creating free electron gas [15].
A theoretic calculation suggests that the termination layer of SrTiO$_3$ can vary the interface electronic and magnetic properties of SrTiO$_3$/La$_{2/3}$Sr$_{1/3}$MnO$_3$ interface [123]. The surface defects, polarity, reconstruction, termination layer could strongly control the properties of the film grown on STO. Many models have been proposed for surface structure, but there is no firm conclusion yet. The most fundamental question to ask is what is the termination layer. Recent reports seem to be inconsistent. Liang, et al. have shown that annealing in UHV above 1000°C will give rise to SrO rich surface, because sublimation rate of Ti is higher than that of Sr [124,125]. However, Szot et al. report that UHV annealing results in TiO$_x$ rich surface [126]. Here we present the study of SiTiO$_3$ which was HF treated surface using STM, LEED, XPS and ARXPS to characterize the surface chemistry and structure.

4.2 Surface morphology of specially treated single crystal surface of SrTiO$_3$

The 0.1 wt% (001) Nb doped SrTiO$_3$ single crystal substrates were procured from CrysTec Co. The sample size is 5mm*5mm*0.5mm which is big enough for XPS experiment. One side of the surface is polished. To perform wet-etching, the sample was first sonicated in (1) Acetone for 5 min; (2) Ethanol for 5 min (3) Milli water for 5min; (4) then put in Buffer HF solution (From Alfa Co.) for 30s. After wet-etching, we used ultrapure N$_2$ gas to blow it to dry, and then mounted it onto a home-made sample holder, which has oxygen compatible resistance heater, and load it into UHV system (base pressure: $10^{-10}$ Torr).

The surface morphology under different annealing condition was imaged with STM. As shown in Figure 4.1, the surface of the as-etched sample (sample-1 as shown Figure 4.1) has relative narrow terraces of about 40 nm wide and the step edges are not very
straight. With annealing at 500°C for 1 hour (sample-2), the step edge still looks a little rough. The step edge will be straightened out with higher annealing temperature as the samples annealed at 800°C (sample-3) and 900°C (sample-4) as examples. The large-scale STM images of sample-1 and sample-4 are displayed in Figure 4.2. The height profile of sample-1 surface shows that step height is ~ 0.39 nm, suggesting a single termination surface of the as-etched sample. After annealing at 10^{-4} Torr Ozone at 900°C for 1 h, the surface morphology changes, but the step height is still 0.39 nm, indicating that the surface still has a single termination. Generally, an atomically flat substrate will favor 2D growth and is good for the quality of a thin film. With respect to an ultrathin film especially the case that the interface coupling cannot be ignored, a single termination and atomically flat surface is usually necessary. With HF buffer solution etching and high temperature annealing, we can obtain good substrate morphology for epitaxial growth.

![Figure 4.1. Surface morphology of SrTiO₃ (001) at different treatment conditions.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UHV 100°C 2h degas</th>
<th>1h anneal 10⁻⁴ Ozone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100°C 2h degas</td>
<td>500°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>800°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>900°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1. Surface morphology of SrTiO₃ (001) at different treatment conditions.
4.3 ARXPS study of surface termination and composition of STO single crystal

The HF treatment leaves fluorine on the surface. ARXPS result for different treatment conditions is presented in Figure 4.3. A strong F1s peak can be observed in the spectrum of 100°C annealed sample. At higher emission angle, which only detect the first few surface layers of the solid, the F 1s intensity is enhanced. The Fluorine starts to disappear under 500°C and higher annealing temperature. The Carbon component can also removed by annealing at and above 650°C.
Figure 4.3. ARXPS data showing Fluorine component for degased sample especially at higher emission angle. Both F 1s and C 1s peaks are marked with black arrows.

The four spectra Sr 3d, Sr 3p, Ti 2p and O 1s are plotted in the Figure 4.4. The actual data collection was taken with angle step of 5°. Here we only present the raw data with 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 70° and 80°. Even at high emission angle, the resolution of the spectra is still good enough to allow us to do core level fitting and analysis. The change of intensity for different core levels are not monotonically as the forward scattering contributes the intensity substantially at a certain polar angle. One thing to notice is that the signature of Ti 2p spectra. The satellite peak binding energy is around 14 eV higher than the main peak. As we know the satellite is an indication of correlation, further study of the intensity ratio of satellite peak and main peak, the line width and FWHM is needed to investigate the difference between surface and bulk in terms of the correlation.
Figure 4.4. (a) Ti 2p (b) Sr 3p (c) Sr 3d (d) O 1s core level spectra.

Under the annealing temperature as high as 650°C, we can maintain the surface without reconstruction and keep the surface free from contamination. The LEED pattern with such annealing temperature proves that the surface is 1x1 with very little sign of reconstruction though we cannot rule out the possibility as many references indicate the reconstruction after annealing (Figure 4.4). This 1x1 surface of SrTiO$_3$ is not stable against high temperature and oxygen partial pressure.
Figure 4.5. LEED pattern of unreconstructed p(1x1) surface with Oxygen vacancies taken at beam energy E=162 eV.

From XPS spectra O 1s, we can clearly see the oxygen surface component dramatically increase at high emission angle. We pick up a surface etched and annealed at 500°C. As shown in Figure 4.6, the left panel plots the two curves with normal emission in red and 80° emission angle in black (Figure 4.6a). A bump at higher binding energy for high emission angle curve can be seen. Then we fit the high emission angle spectra with green and pink curves as the surface and bulk part (Figure 4.6b). Due to the surface roughness, the linewidth for the surface component is very broad, indicating the lifetime of the surface electrons is shorter. The surface component is as high as 40% of the total photoelectron intensity at emission angle 80°, increasing from 13% detected at the normal emission. The line width for bulk and surface components remain relatively unchanged. We also noticed the surface components for STO crystals change with the oxygen partial pressure and annealing temperature. Further study of these dependence can reveal the surface composition, thus the possible relationship between the intriguing properties and the compositions change in proximity of surface. Here we choose an optimal annealing temperature 500°C as the surface is not reconstructed.
Figure 4.6. (a) the O 1s core level spectra taken at normal emission and 80° polar angles marked as red and black curves. (b) The 80° emission angle O 1s spectra is fit with two components in pink and green as the bulk and surface components.

Now we revisit a list of four spectra to be discussed in detail, Sr 3d, Sr 3p and Ti 2p and O 1s. The clear spin orbital splitting peaks indicate the good resolution of our system. The peak intensity is very high that it is very easy to determine the background. Ti 2p two higher binding bumps are satellite peaks for Ti 2p_{1/2} and Ti 2p_{3/2} respectively. The binding energies of the characteristic peaks are listed in table 4.1. Both the core level binding energies and peak shapes are similar to the previously reported results. In our experiments, the intensity has been simply calculated as the area after the Shirley background subtraction. The background subtraction has to be used using the consistent method, which is Shirley type, to ensure the intensity ratio is correct. As most peaks have surface components, we all use the main peaks to determine the peak positions. Table 4.1 lists the core levels binding energy, kinetic energy and cross sections references from Specs lab data base.
Table 4.1 Binding Energy and kinetic energy for core levels of SrTiO$_3$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$E_b$ (eV)</th>
<th>$E_k$ (eV)</th>
<th>CS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O 1s</td>
<td>531.1</td>
<td>955.6</td>
<td>2.84897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti 2p</td>
<td>457.1</td>
<td>1029.6</td>
<td>7.89713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr 3p</td>
<td>273.1</td>
<td>1213.6</td>
<td>5.70793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr 3d</td>
<td>135.3</td>
<td>1351.4</td>
<td>5.28808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 1s</td>
<td>685.0</td>
<td>801.7</td>
<td>4.25845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s</td>
<td>284.6</td>
<td>1202.1</td>
<td>0.99964</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Take STO(001) etched surface as an example. By using equation 3.2 and the necessary parameters are shown in Table 3.2, we can simulate the Sr 3p/Ti 2p intensity ratio as in shown Figure 4.7. The Black and Red dotted lines represent TiO$_2$ and SrO termination layer separately. By plotting the actual intensity ratio for the STO treated sample, we will be able to determine the termination layer. In the same time, the detail surface structure can be analyzed through the modulation of intensity.

Figure 4.7. Theoretical angular dependence of Sr 3p/Ti 2p peak intensity ratio.
Table 4.2 List of cross sections, IMFP and materials gap energy, density, shell configuration and kinetic energies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Electron Shell</th>
<th>Shell</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{Al K}_{\alpha}}$</th>
<th>$E_{d}(\text{eV})$</th>
<th>$\lambda(E)(\text{Å})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>$1s^22s^22p^63s^23p^6$</td>
<td>3p</td>
<td>4.331</td>
<td>1206.2</td>
<td>22.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3d^104s^24p^65s^2$</td>
<td>3d</td>
<td>4.886</td>
<td>1351.0</td>
<td>24.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>$1s^22s^22p^63s^23p^6$</td>
<td>2p</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>1021.5</td>
<td>19.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3d^24s^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$1s^22s^22p^4$</td>
<td>1s</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>955.7</td>
<td>18.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eg</th>
<th>3.2eV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>5.175g/cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{c}$</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>183.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>0.67684</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_{p}$</th>
<th>23.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.35408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>39.3217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>0.0208214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>0.0839611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next step is simulating the forward scattering peaks contributed to the intensity ratio. Though we are not clear with the termination, but since the structure of STO is same for both SrO and TiO$_2$ termination. The diffraction effect remains almost same. People have done X ray photoelectron diffraction (XPD) experiment on STO[127]. The XPD Sr 3d spectra taken from polar angles along [010] and [100] axes are shown in Figure 4.8. The normalized XPD pattern after the background subtraction for [010] and [100] are not identical due to the inhomogeneity of sample holder electrostatic potential. But the peak positions 1-7 are consistent along equivalent axes. The strongest two peaks which are marked 1 and 5 are <100> and <110> forward scatterings, respectively. One might expect the peak positions will be changed if the azimuthal angle $\phi$ is between 0° and 90°. Especially along the (010) direction, the peaks reflecting the forward scattering <111>, <211> and <311> will show up.
The previous study is allowing the researchers to further support the structure analysis through bulk probe techniques, but not providing us information about the surface concentration or termination. The difference in our XPD setup is that we use hemispherical energy analyzer with small acceptance angle. The flux of electron detected decreased in terms of the emission angles indicated in equation 3.1. In the process of rotating samples to create angles between emission and analyzer, the small position change of the sample make the flux perturb. The way to get rid of these perturbation effect is to calculate the intensity ratio at different polar angles. The ratio at high emission angle provides the good information about the surface. Qualitatively we can search for peak positions to discuss the corresponding bond angles.

Figure 4.8. Sr 3d polar angle scan along [010] and [100] directions.

Figure 4.9 shows a theoretical simulation for the forward scattering effect of the intensity ratio of Sr 3p/Ti 2p. The diffraction peaks for Sr 3p are 45° and 71.56°; for Ti 2p spectra, the diffraction peaks are for polar angles 26.56°, 45° and 63.43°.
Figure 4.9. Theoretical simulation on the angular dependence of the forward scattering intensity ratio for Sr 3p/Ti 2p core levels for a truncated TiO$_2$-terminated surface of SrTiO$_3$ (100).

Figure 4.10. Crystal structure of single crystal SrTiO$_3$. Lines 1 points to forward scattering angle 45° of Sr atoms.

The overall theoretical curve for Sr 3p and Ti 2p is sum effect of forward scattering and right layer stacking. As shown in Figure 4.11, the black and red curves represent the
theoretical simulation results considering the SrO and TiO$_2$ termination respectively. The blue curve is the actual experiment data with proper background subtraction and intensity ratio calculation. We can clearly see the experimental data matches the trend with consideration of TiO$_2$ termination. The difference at the high emission angles is due to the oxygen vacancies that affect the IMFP for both Ti 2p and Sr 3p photoelectrons. Oxygen deficiency changes the material density and respective the number of electrons. For low all three curves have the same diffraction effects pattern which further show our theoretical models is quite successful and reasonable applying at the single crystals.

![Figure 4.11. Angular dependence of Sr 3p/ Ti 2p intensity ratio](image)

The slight inconsistencies at high emission angles between theoretical calculation of TiO$_2$ termination and experimental data are actually related to the oxygen deficiency. To further support this, we can measure the intensity ratio for O 1s/Ti 2p. Because the oxygen deficiency will decrease the oxygen peak intensity form the surface, we shall expect the angular dependence of O 1s/Ti 2p intensity ratio.
Figure 4.12. Experimental angular dependence of intensity ratio of O 1s and Ti 2p along (100) direction.

Apparently the intensity ratio of O 1s and Ti 2p has strong photoelectron diffraction effect. We firstly remove the diffraction effect which can be theoretically simulated to reveal the pure surface sensitivity effect. The angular dependence of diffraction effect is shown in Figure 4.13. There are strong forward scattering peaks at emission angles 18°, 45° and 71°.

Figure 4.13. (a) Theoretically calculated diffraction effect on the O 1s/Ti 2p intensity ratio (b) Surface effects of angular dependence for different oxygen deficiency levels for O1s/Ti 2p intensity ratio.
As shown in Figure 4.13, the pure surface effect from the experimental data indicating there is oxygen deficiency on the surface the high emission angle result does not match the pure TiO$_2$ termination surface simulation. Only considering the surface Oxygen has around 30% deficiency, the angular dependence of O 1s/Ti 2p intensity ratio from pure surface effect shown in Figure 4.14 matches the best with the experimental result.

![Graph of O 1s/Ti 2p intensity ratio](image1.png)

Figure 4.14. Theoretical O 1s/Ti 2p intensity ratio considering 30% oxygen deficiency at surface.

We also plot relative intensities from experimental results for Sr 3d/Sr 3p as a function of emission angle (Figure 4.15). There is little modulation or simply put, no angular dependence. It is not difficult to be understood, as the forward scattering peak and are independent with the core levels of same atoms.

![Graph of Sr 3d/Sr 3p ratio](image2.png)

Figure 4.15. Experimental angular dependence of intensity ratio of Sr 3d/Sr 3p.
To conclude, forward scattering effect of the X-ray excited photoelectrons was observed for the SrTiO$_3$ (001) surface. The diffraction patterns reflect the crystal structure very well and no sign of reconstruction can be observed from the pattern. The surface is shown to have around 30% oxygen deficiencies with single termination of TiO$_2$. 
CHAPTER 5. SURFACE STUDY OF La_{0.65}Sr_{0.35}MnO_3 THIN FILMS

5.1 Introduction and motivation

We have successfully applied the technique of ARXPS and X-ray photoelectron diffraction to study the surface structure of Sr_2RuO_4 single crystal and SrTiO_3 (100) surface. To further support the theory, a crystalline thin film will be another good testing material. The reduced dimensionality for a thin film will drive the metal oxides into a phase far from its counterpart of bulk. For example, a metallic phase switches into insulating phase with reduced dimensionality. It is not an exclusive phenomenon in artificial ultrathin film or quantum dot but initially observed in layer structure materials such as Ruddlesden-Popper series. We studied the surface chemical composition of crystalline films of LSMO by angle-resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS). 33% doping LSMO is most itinerant ferromagnetic metal with curie temperature of \( \sim 370 \) K [128] among manganites. It has nominal 100% spin polarized electrons [129] and so is extensively used for spintronics [130,131,132]. However, electronic and magnetic properties disappear in the ultra thin films regarded as the dead layer [133,134,135,136,137,138]. The reason is still under debate. Difference growth conditions end up different dead layers. Our group has grown a couple of thin films with dead layer as few as 3 unit cells. We found the 6 (UC) LSMO thin film is particular interesting which could be a true critical thickness for the onset of metallic ground state. Under the optimal growth conditions which excludes the possibility of oxygen vacancies, the thin film with thickness below 6 unit cells are always insulating. Shown in Figure 5.1, we have grown several 6 UC LSMO thin films at various oxygen partial pressures. The resistivity exhibits slight trend of Metal Insulator Transition (MIT), but still defined as insulator.
This particular surface of 6 UC thickness thin film is worth the study to dig out how the surface plays the role of the system ground states. As for this film, the surface composition was found to be quite different from that of the bulk with clear evidence of Sr segregation. Our photoelectron intensity modulation shows the surface has pure (La,Sr)O termination, which will be discussed later in detail.

5.2 Surface structure and morphology of 6 unit cells thin film

Atomic layer precise LSMO thin film was epitaxially deposited on STO using our Laser-MBE system from a stoichiometric LSMO target. A KrF excimer laser (λ = 248 nm) at a repetition rate of 3 Hz and a laser frequency of ~2.3 J/cm² was used. The spot size of the laser beam was ~ 0.021 cm². During the growth, an Ozone gas atmosphere was applied. To obtain layer-by-layer growth for all Ozone pressure ranging from 10⁻⁶ Torr to 180 mTorr, an optimized growth temperature window was explored and it was found to be ~ 680°C-720°C. The RHEED pattern shown in Figure 5.2 (a) indicates 2D
growth. Figure 5.2(b) gives the RHEED intensity oscillation pattern with time. The small
decay of the intensity oscillation for the thin film growth shows well-formed surface
layer-by-layer growth, thus great structure. By applying the ARXPS method, the first
question to be answered is the surface chemical composition and if there is electronic
reconstruction.

Figure 5.2. (a) RHEED pattern of LSMO thin film during film growth. (b) RHEED
intensity oscillation pattern at various oxygen partial pressures.

The LSMO 6uc thin films have been exposed in air and returned to chamber for
further XPS study. Before doing XPS, we annealed the sample at temperature 550°C for
two hours. Figure 5.3 (a) of LEED pattern shows the surface still remains 1x1
morphology, which is the same pattern as it is before taking out the chamber, indicating
the surface structure remains unchanged. Because the exposure time in air is quite long,
the surface contamination caused the LEED background to be strong. Figure 5.3 (b) is the
STM scan at large scale of 500 nm. To perform the STM scanning, a conductive 0.1wt%
Nb doped SrTiO$_3$ substrate was used. Nice terrace with width about 50 nanometers is
observed. A single step height of ~0.39 nm can be found in our STM image, indicating a
single termination surface.
5.3 ARXPS study of surface composition for LSMO 6UC thin film

After the STM and LEED data were acquired, we immediately transfer the sample to the XPS in situ to ensure the same surface conditions. Figure 5.4 depicts the four spectra Mn 2p, O1s, La 3d and Sr 3p respectively. Notice Mn 2p and La 3d has clear spin orbiting splitting, and we use Mn 2p$_{3/2}$ and La 3d$_{5/2}$ intensities in this experiment. Both La 3d$_{5/2}$ and La 3d$_{3/2}$ have the double peaks feature with the higher binding energy one being the satellite component. Due to complexity of O 1s peak, we are only analyzing the Sr 3p, Mn 2p and La 3d spectra.

From LEED pattern (Figure 5.3), we can clearly see the surface is not reconstructed. The only possibility on the surface termination is either (La, Sr)O or MnO$_2$. It is naturally to believe the termination of MnO$_2$ as the substrate surface is TiO$_2$. However, nature always acts beyond our expectation. ISS data shows the surface is mainly Sr and Oxygen with little sign of Mn and La. We can conclude the surface is (La,Sr)O terminated; but how much concentration of La in deed?
Figure 5.4. Core level spectra of (a) La 3d, (b) Mn 2p, (c) Sr 3p and (d) O 1s taken at normal emission from LSMO(100) surface. All data were taken at room temperature. A clear signature of satellite is observed for La 3d shown in (a). Additional bump at higher binding energy side of Sr 3p spectra is C 1s peak.
To reveal the surface composition, we calculated the intensity ratio of Sr 3p/La 3d\(_{5/2}\) and Mn 2p\(_{3/2}\)/La 3d\(_{5/2}\). The purpose of doing the Sr/La ratio is to look for possible change of Sr concentration for the thin film from the target materials. Figure 5.5 (a) plots the angular dependence of intensity ratio of Sr/La. The modulation caused by the photoelectron diffraction is observed. At high emission angle, there is substantial Sr segregation on the surface indicating Sr composition does not remain same for the thin film from the single crystal. Or intuitively, if the difference is only coming from the surface? Mn/La intensity ratio shown in Figure 5.5(b) indicates La composition on the surface is very small.

![Figure 5.5](image)

Figure 5.5. (a) Sr 3p/La 3d\(_{5/2}\) intensity ratio, (b) Mn 2p\(_{3/2}\)/La 3d\(_{5/2}\) intensity ratio with emission angles.

To qualitatively to calculate the Sr surface segregation or characterize the composition, we need to have full information of the cross section and IMFP for each characteristic spectrum. The table 5.2 listed the necessary information for me to calculate the intensity ratio without considering the diffraction effect.
Table 5.1 Cross sections of Sr 3p, La 3d_{5/2} and Mn 2p_{3/2} cited from Spec lab data base. The kinetic energy and IMFP are listed in the last two columns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Electron Shell</th>
<th>Shell</th>
<th>( \sigma(Al \ K_{\alpha}) )</th>
<th>( E_k ) (eV)</th>
<th>( \lambda(E) ) (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1s^22s^22p^63s^23p^6</td>
<td>3p 3/2</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>1206.2</td>
<td>22.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3d^104s^24p^65s^2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1s^22s^22p^63s^23p^6</td>
<td>3d 5/2</td>
<td>28.11</td>
<td>654.7</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3d^24s^2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1s^22s^22p^4</td>
<td>2p 3/2</td>
<td>9.16</td>
<td>844.4</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By applying the same method developed and assuming the Sr/La has a linear decay with the thinness, we simulated the forward scattering amplitude and pure surface effects. Figure 5.6 is the ball model of the structure of the 6uc thin films. The whole theoretical calculation is based on the stacking sequence shown in the Figure 5.6. 7 UC LSMO thin film has already exhibited the metallic properties and we believe within this 6UC thin film, there shall be a layer within has the right composition as the target material. People observed the surface segregated Sr increases as oxygen pressure decreases, and interpreted that Sr replaces La on the AO-terminated surface of the perovskite. There are also proposals that the surface oxygen vacancy concentration controls the degree of segregation. A hypothesis about the origin of A-site segregation is the formation of the A-site containing oxides separated on the surface. We here tentatively propose a Sr/La ratio decay profile to possibly analyze the surface composition.

This profile can be written as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_i^{Sr} &= b - ai, \\
    f_i^{La} &= 1 - f_i^{Sr}, \\
    f_j^{Mn} &= 1
\end{align*}
\] (5.1)
From the experimental result from Mn/La intensity ratio, we derived the relationship between $b$ and $a$ is $1.27b - 1.65a = 0.856$ utilizing the equation 5.2.

$$\frac{I(Mn)}{I(La)} \sum_j e^{-j\lambda(E)\cos(\theta)} \frac{\sigma_{Mn}}{\sigma_{La}} \sum_i (1-f_i^{Sr})e^{-j\lambda(E)\cos(\theta)} \sigma_{Mn} \sigma_{La}$$

(5.2)

Then similarly, another equation for parameters $b$ and $a$ is $2.44b - 3.87a = 1.56$ derived from Sr/La intensity ratios. Coefficients $b$ and $a$ can be calculated as 0.83, 0.12 respectively. The detail (La, Sr) composition for each layer is as follows:

$$f_{Sr}^1 = 0.71 \quad f_{La}^1 = 0.29$$
$$f_{Sr}^2 = 0.59 \quad f_{La}^2 = 0.41$$
$$f_{Sr}^3 = 0.47 \quad f_{La}^3 = 0.53$$
$$f_{Sr}^4 = 0.35 \quad f_{La}^4 = 0.65$$
$$f_{Sr}^5 = 0.23 \quad f_{La}^5 = 0.77$$
$$f_{Sr}^6 = 0.11 \quad f_{La}^6 = 0.89$$

(5.3)

This linear model does not look reasonable as the 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 3\textsuperscript{rd}, 4\textsuperscript{th}, and 5\textsuperscript{th} layers fall into the regions of metallic ground state. Different approach using exponential decay is
proposed for further study. Also the thickness dependence study of angular dependence of intensity ratio is highly needed to summarize a theoretical model. We conclude from my study that the Sr concentration at the surface is appreciably higher than the corresponding bulk value. Such an off-stoichiometric behavior should link to the different physical properties such as nonmetallic/nonmagnetic “dead layer” behavior in the ultrathin films compared with the bulk crystal.
CHAPTER 6. CORE LEVEL STUDY OF IRON ARSENNIDE BaFe$_2$As$_2$

6.1 Introduction and motivation

The superconductivity in the Fe based systems is widely discussed. The pressure and doping induced superconductivity in the compounds are particularly interesting because these are the tuning parameters of understanding the high T$_c$ superconductivity [139]. A high-pressure neutron scattering study reported the c parameter of BaFe$_2$As$_2$ (122) systems reduced drastically to a “collapsed tetragonal phase” [140]. If pressure plays the same role as doping of the superconductivity is one of the questions that we generally like to ask. There is a theoretical study suggesting a giant coupling of Fe spin state with the lattice structure [141]. Therefore, the lattice, spin and electron are highly correlated in this system. In the above mentioned reference, the As-As hybridization between both intra and inter plane As ions is also controlled by the Fe magnetic states. In contrast to this result, the low magnetic Fe moment measured is mostly interpreted by Fe 3d and As 4p hybridized states [142,143]. To further understand how the electronic structure evolves with doping, especially the interaction between Fe spin state and lattice structure, we propose to use the X ray photoelectron spectroscopy to examine the valence band and core level spectra to understand the underlying superconducting mechanism and the above-mentioned inconsistent discoveries.

Different studies reviewed the on-site Coulomb repulsion parameter U for Iron based superconductors. The values of U, which would account for the pairing strength in an electronic based mechanism, have been found ranging from 1 eV to 4 eV [144,145,146,147]. While the emergence of iron superconductivity is in close proximity of antiferromagnetic ground state and the phase diagram resembles layered cuprates, revealing whether the iron based superconductor is on the verge of Mott insulator as
cuprates can help to determine the starting point of the theoretical description of iron based superconductors. If Fe superconductors (FeSC) are strong correlated as cuprates, one might expect to see the satellite features for Fe core level spectra as a indication of correlation. As follows, we report a systematic study of electronic structure of the BaFe$_2$As$_2$ and its electron (Co$^{3+}$) and hole (K$^+$) doped compounds using X-ray Spectroscopy techniques.

Single crystals of BaFe$_2$As$_2$, Ba$_{0.6}$K$_{0.4}$Fe$_2$As$_2$ and BaFe$_{1.86}$CO$_{0.14}$As$_2$ (abbreviated forthwith as Ba122, K0.4 and Co0.07 are flux grown. All samples were cleaved at room temperature in our UHV µ metal-shielded analysis chamber equipped with and XPS. XPS measurements were carried out with a Phoibos 150 MCD Energy Hemispherical Analyzer using photon energy of 1486.74 eV from a Specs Micro-Focus 500 ellipsoidal crystal Mono-chromator with Al $\alpha$ x-ray source and focusing x-ray spot capabilities, a passing energy of 30 eV. The step energy in the spectra is 0.01 eV. The overall energy resolution for the XPS spectra is 0.16 eV. The base pressure of our system during the measurements was better than 2e10$^{-9}$ Torr. The experiments were carried out at room temperature.

The structure of BaFe$_2$As$_2$ shown in Figure 6.1 (a) is tetragonal with I4/mmm symmetry. Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) was performed in situ, directly after sample cleaving. For all measured samples (both parent and doping), only the tetragonal unit cell spots were seen in LEED with no sign of extra spots as would occur due to reconstructions or lattice distortion. LEED data on the Ba122 (001) surface indicates an ordered arsenic (As) terminated metallic surface (Figure 6.1b). People have identified the
surface plane of cleaved BaFe$_2$As$_2$ crystals as the As terminated Fe-As layer-the plane where superconductivity occurs [Figure 1c]. Reconstruction could happen at different cleaving conditions.

Photoemission spectra are usually displayed in binding energies relative to the Fermi edge of the sample. However, what really measured are the kinetic energies of electrons emitted from the sample. The curve can be well described by Fermi dirac distribution curve for Fermion system. The Fermi level is at a position when $F(E)=0.5$. From our data for three samples, we can clearly identify the Fermi edge because of sharp Fermi edge and decent resolution. The accurate calibration is executed using Au 4f 7/2 spectra, which has peak position 84.0 eV, staying constant, even after several days.

Now look at the electronic states near $E_f$ (Figure 6.1c). The 8 eV bandwidth is mainly for the valance band and the sharp peaks near the $E_f$ can be identified as Fe 3d and As 4p. Since we are using the hard X-ray source here, the mean free path for Fe and As atoms are almost identical. In several literatures, both theoretical and experimental studies have indicated that Fe 3d and As 4p are highly hybridized to explain the measured low Fe magnetic moment, our result shows a certain degree of hybridization, but mainly suggest that the electronics states near Fermi level are Fe 3d or other d electrons from dopants. People has introduced LDA+U schedules to relate the As 4p and Fe 3d hybridization to the correlation effect. To investigate the physical consequences of the latter in more detail, we consider studying the satellite peaks in the later content. With doping of K and Co, the whole valence spectra do not show substantial modifications and spectral transfer. The main effect of doping on the crystal structure at room temperature is decreasing As–Fe–As bond angles and Fe–Fe distances [148], thus modifying the electronic structure.
This is responsible for the broadening of the Fe 3d spectra in K doping valence band. In Figure 6.1(c) with Dopant Co, the near Fermi Edge spectra has additional 3d peak near the Fe 3d spectra. In the mean time, there is no sign of Co peaks mixed with As-4p (3-6 eV), and As-4s (11-13 eV) spectra. This is consistent with the DFT calculations which predicts a similar DOS of Co close to the chemical potential, with only a relative energy shift with Fe 3d [149]. Some theoretical DFT studies of the changes in the density of states close to the Fermi energy of the Co substituted materials [150] suggest a shift in the density of states qualitatively consistent with a so called virtual crystal approach in which basically the extra nuclear charge on Co is in effect averaged over the whole crystal.

Figure 6.1. (a) The structure of Ba122 compounds with a arrow pointing to the Cleavage plane. The Ba atoms shown in green are sitting between Fe-As layers. (b) LEED pattern took at beam energy 153 eV at room temperature with no reconstruction. (c) Comparison of valence band data for Ba122: The solid bar points to the Co 3d peaks near the Fe 3d spectra. The overall resolution in the XPS experiment is 0.16 eV.
6.2 Doping dependence of core level spectra

As we know, when the band filling is varied, the binding energy shift $\Delta E$ satisfies this equation: $\Delta E = -\Delta \mu + K \Delta Q + \Delta V_M - \Delta E_R$. Here $\Delta \mu$ is chemical potential shift, $\Delta Q$ is the change in the number of valence electrons on the considered atom and $K$ is a constant, $\Delta V_M$ is the change in the Madelung potential, and $\Delta E_R$ is the change in the extra-atomic relaxation energy. To understand the binding energy shifts, we need to analyze each terms in the equation. First let us look at the deep core level spectra for the compounds. Figure 6.2 shows the Fe 2p, Ba 3d and As 3p which have binding energies above 100eV. The Fe 2p will be specially discussed in later chapter. The core levels for Ba and Fe of K doped sample have larger shift than Co doped one and also in the opposition direction. The previous study has shown the chemical potential shifts are only around 80meV for 40% K doping and minimal for 7% Co doping. [151] In our core level study by hard X ray source, 80 meV change is difficult to identify due to the resolution limit. Figure 6.2 displays the binding energy shift of core levels Fe 2p, Ba 3d and As 3p respectively. Apparently there is another important factor to which accounts for such opposite larger shift than estimated chemical potential shift. It is known that the screening term $\Delta E_R$ is proportional to the mobile carrier concentration, thus it has the same sign on both hole doping and electron doping sides. The screening effect for 7% Co shall have much small effect than 40% K doping which can still not explain the large shifts. The $\Delta V_M$ term is not supposed to change much since the Madelung potential relates to the system physics structure only. So the opposite shift of core levels are attributed to the change of the valancy for the doped site, which is the $K \Delta Q$ including both the change in the electrostatic potential and the change in the intra-atomic relaxation energy. As 3p
spectra has small shift than Ba and Fe atoms due to less effect of doping on the electrostatic potential. The detail binding energy positions are displayed in Table.1. By looking at details of the spectra shape, Ba 3d spectra has additional weight on the high binding energy side which can be understood as the surface components that contains half of the number of Ba atoms compared to the bulk Ba layers in order to create a symmetric cleave [152]. The Fe 2p peaks can be fitted with single Gaussian broadened Donia-Sunjic line shape with asymmetric index around 0.43, in very resemblance of Fe metal ones but no apparent satellite features are observed, indicating the systems are much less correlated than cuprates.

Figure 6.2. Core level spectra (a) Fe 2p (b) Ba 3d (c) As 3p taken at room temperature.

Ba shallow core levels have a similarly higher binding energy shoulder as shallow core level Ba 3d. For As shallow core levels, the surface contribution which cause the asymmetric effect of the line shape is smaller than Ba spectra. The small spectral weight in the As spectra compared to the Ba case can be taken as evidence that the effect of the presence of the surface is screened in a certain degree for the atomic layers below the Ba termination layer. The shallow core level binding energy positions of Ba 4d, As 3d, As 3p
and Fe 3p are also shown in Table 1. Since the doping is at the position of Ba and Fe sites and As is only supposed to be affected by the chemical potential, the As 3p binding energy shifts will reflect the chemical potential shift mainly. We can see the deduced shifts for As 3d and As 3p for both K and Co doping systems (shifting to lower binding energy at 0.02 eV and 0.08 eV respectively) are substantially smaller than other core levels, suggesting the chemical potential shift is very small. The Ba 4d chemical potential shift for K doped sample is relatively bigger than Co doped one, which is simply because the K doping has more influence on Ba electronic structure since K replaces the positions of Ba atoms. One thing remains puzzled is Fe binding energy position in K doped system also presents a qualitatively shift towards higher binding energy as Ba core levels do. This suggests that simple valency energy change cannot be the single cause of core level shifts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Levels</th>
<th>BaFe(_2)As(_2)</th>
<th>(\Delta E (\text{Ba}<em>{0.6}\text{K}</em>{0.4}\text{Fe}<em>{2}\text{As}</em>{2}))</th>
<th>(\Delta E (\text{BaFe}<em>{1.86}\text{Co}</em>{0.14}\text{As}_{2}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ba 3d(_{5/2})</td>
<td>780.01</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba 4p(_{3/2})</td>
<td>178.22</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba 4d(_{5/2})</td>
<td>89.41</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe 2p(_{3/2})</td>
<td>706.77</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe 3p(_{3/2})</td>
<td>53.18</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As 3p(_{3/2})</td>
<td>140.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As 3d(_{5/2})</td>
<td>40.58</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3 Core level study of Fe 3p and As 3d

Now let us focus on Fe spectra. As we expect, Fe satellite can elucidate the role of electron correlations. Figure 6.3 depicts the Fe 2p and Fe 3p spectra for parent and doped systems. The left panel inset is a comparison of Fe 2p spectra between Ba122 systems (colored in red) and simple Fe metal (colored in blue). It is alike to those of Fe metal, obviously differentiating itself from cuprates from the correlation point of view. Missing of Fe 2p satellite peaks associated with Fe 3d electrons set an upper limit on the effective coulomb parameter $U \sim 1$eV \[153\]. However there is a report of resonance photoemission for Fe 3p line \[154\], suggests the systems is quite correlated. The Fe 3p core level is presented in Figure 6.3 right panel, which shows clearly 3 distinct components: the main peak, surface component and Satellite after Shirly background subtraction. These satellites spectra around 10-11 eV above the main peak can be scribed to shake-up or charge, transfer processes. However, there are a few works which suggested the charge transfer process (either ligand to metal or metal to ligand) cannot be the cause of Fe satellites because comparable shake-up satellites do not appear on photoelectron lines associated with the ligand \[155\]. Another group shows the shake-up processes were attributed to the movement of an electron from a 3d orbital to the empty 4s orbital during ejection of core 2p photoelectron, which implied a hole-hole interaction and in turn the correlations that narrow the 3d bands. This broadened satellite accompanying with Fe 3p cannot provide ample evidence for the electron correlation because the satellite feature of core Fe 2p is hardly seen, proving the correlation is fairly weak. The total intensity for the satellite peak is slightly decreased with doping comparing with parent compounds. Another message from the Fe 3p spectra is that the energy difference between the satellite
and main peaks have shrunk after doping with both electrons and holes. Understanding the satellite feature help us to define this correlation strength of 122 systems is pretty weak. This clearly differs from another class of superconductor: cuprate.

![Graph showing Fe 2p and Fe 3p spectra](image)

Figure 6.3. (a) Fe 2p spectra. The spectra are similar to Fe metal with similar peak position and line shape. Detail comparison is shown in the left panel inset with blue curve marking the Fe metal spectra. (b) Fe 3p spectra. A broad satellite peak is depicted with 11 eV energy different fro the main peak. The right panel inset shows the comparison of Fe 3p spectra for differing doping.

Figure 6.4 describes the As 3d spectra. As 3d has clear spin orbital splitting 3d_{3/2} and 3d_{5/2}. As we usually know the momentum-integrated intensity of high-spin peak As 3d_{5/2} should be larger than that of low-spin peak As 3d_{3/2}. Thus it is hard to explain the higher binding energy component has higher intensity than lower one without considering two components of As 3d peaks. With surface As atoms has bond dangling, we believe the higher binding component of As 3d core levels come from surface. As discussed in one theoretical study, the As-As hybridization will have interactions of both intra and inter layers as the structure evolves which are tuned well by pressure and doping.

We plotted both the intensity ratio of surface component to bulk and FWHM versus doping level. The surface components for both doped systems are reduced, indicating that collapsed lattice in c direction enhances the As-As interlayer interaction or reduce
the bonding between Fe-As layers. The decrease of line width for doped sample indicates
the enhancement of photoelectron lifetime. This tuning capability by doping and structure
provide the confidence that the As-Fe and As-As bonding are associated with a
mechanism of superconductivity.

Figure 6.4. Fitted spectra for As 3d core levels. The As 3d\textsubscript{3/2} and As 3d\textsubscript{5/2} peaks are
displayed by Red curves. The Blue curves present additional components of As 3d main
peaks. The inset shows the comparison of As 3d spectra under differing doping levels.

Figure 6.5. (a) As 3d b) FWHM surface components and bulk components ratio for both
As 3d\textsubscript{5/2} and As 3d\textsubscript{3/2}. Both peaks’ bulk/surface ratio is higher than the hole and electron
doped systems. (b) FWHM for bulk/surface components are plotted.
We have carried out a systematic photoemission investigation of high quality BaFe$_2$As$_2$, Ba$_{0.6}$K$_{0.4}$Fe$_2$As$_2$ and Ba(Fe$_{0.93}$Co$_{0.07}$)$_2$As$_2$ single crystals. We observed no satellite feature for Fe 2p proving the BaFe$_2$As$_2$ systems are itinerant or weekly correlated. The Fe 3p broad satellite is complicated to understand because the Fe 3p binding energy is pretty shallow with possibilities to interact with other valence electrons. The doping effect has been reflected mostly on the valency energy instead of chemical potential shift mentioned by other study. Our results demonstrate that the hole doping in the system is largely bonded with the Ba and Fe atoms instead of As. The As-As and As-Fe bonding in the systems are particular important to reveal unconventional mechanism of superconductivity as it is highly correlated with doping, structure evolution and magnetic states suggested by other studies.
CHAPTER 7. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The fundamental issues for the understanding of these emergent phenomena include the structure and chemical composition in the proximity of surface/interface in TMOs. There are not so many tools as for bulk to probe the chemical concentration. In the thesis, I have developed a method using angle resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS) to characterize the surface structure and chemical composition. Only with consideration of the photoelectron diffraction effects on the relative intensities of different core electron levels, the surface chemical composition variation can be accurately calculated. The well-known crystal surface of Sr$_2$RuO$_4$(100) is used to verify the effectiveness of our methodology. The diffraction pattern due to the forward scattering peaks is discussed. The known SrO termination layer gives exponential increase with the emission angles. Both effects considered for a theoretical calculation of intensity ratio matchs with the

Combining the use of low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) with ARXPS, we investigated the surface structure and chemical composition of the most widely used crystal surface: SrTiO$_3$ (100). The surface maintains non reconstructed at annealing temperature 500$^\circ$C and exhibits out-of-the-plane bulking relaxation. The Ti 2p/Sr 3p intensity ratio at high photoelectron emission angle show that the surface is TiO$_2$-layer terminated and has significant oxygen-deficiency. These results confirm the conjecture from LEED-I(V) refinement on structure. Finally, the chemical composition of the ultrathin crystalline films of La$_{2/3}$Sr$_{1/3}$MnO$_3$ on SrTiO$_3$ (100) has also been discussed. Sr surface segregation was found on the surface. We assume the Sr/La concentration has exponential decreases from the top to the bottom layer. There is at least
one layer in the thin film has similar Sr/La concentration as bulk. The overall Sr richness is possible due to the Sr reservoir of substrate SrTiO$_3$. We believe the off-stoichiometric behavior on the surface is intrinsic and should be associated with the exciting physical properties such as nonmetallic/nonmagnetic “dead layer” behavior in the ultrathin films compared with the bulk crystal.

Complex materials in the proximity of surface and in the form of thin films or interface require the understanding of surface and interface chemical concentration. Our methodology using ARXPS and forward scattering (zero order diffraction) theory provides a useful tool to probe the surface composition. In the future, we shall be able to investigate the thickness dependence of the thin film, such as LSMO, to further study the segregation and dead layer issues. The application of our methodology can be used more precisely if we take the spectra at smaller step of emission angles to reduce the errors.
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